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Abstract 
The objective of tliis research is to develop an aiitoriiated systcni for miiltiple seiisor 
plaaning based on the coordinated decisions of independent. intelligent agents. The 
problexii i10iuNn is s~ich that a singlc stiiisor system tnight not be able to providc 
adequatc information for a givcn scnsor task. Hcrice. it is necessary to incorporate 
niultiplc scnsors in order to obtaiii conipletc information. The overaii goal of the 
systeni is to pcrforni feature inspectioti on one or niore target fcatures within n 
static modtiled environment. In this systcrn. tLc sensors are mobile. each agent 
controls the positioii of a sensor and each agigont has the ability to çomniunicate 
wit h otlicr agents in the environment. 
The systeni inçliides a case bascd reasoning system that cnables the agents 
to learn prcvious sensor arrangements and apply them to  similar scenes. This 
dccrcnses the amount of communication that is necessary to  arrive at a solution. 
The agents niay be trained off-line if necessary. but are also quite capable of learning 
cases onlinc. 
The experiments demonstrate the feasibility of the system when using multiple 
mobile cameras as the sensor suite. Eacli camera is controlled by an agent and the 
vision task is the coverage of one or more target objects in a clut tered scerie. 
The systern provides an efficient and reliable niethod to accomplish the sensor 
planning iiecessary to facilitate siidi twks as featiire inspection  id feûture detec- 
t ion of s tat ioniuy t argets. The use of agetits as autoriouious controlIcrs proviïles 
a level of rr-iisability and sçalability not nornidy found in other seiisor planning 
systems. Siich a systcrii rnay be usecl in cnvironnieiits where the deploynient of 
sensors neeh  to br an a:itotiinted process due to potentid liazards or where the 
çurifigirat ion of t lie systciii riceds tr> be cliaiigcd frequciitly. 
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1.1 Sensor Planning 
In rccent ycms. therc lias bcrn tiiiicli rcscarch intcrest iii t h :  field of sctisor plan- 
ning. The foçus of tliis rescuch is. niairily. the quentifii:ntiori aiid optirnixation of 
the rrilationsliip betwcen the scnsors and the object tlint is briiig ohservecl by the 
sensors [Il. Sttch a relationship. if known. can incticate the reiiability of the task 
ilirectcd sensing function being carried out. Much of tlie work cimicd out in sensor 
planning has de& with dynanhxl ly  changing sensor configurations in siich a way 
as to  achicve the optimal sensing arrangement for a particular sensing task. The op- 
timality of the arrangement is bascd on some measure of visibility or reiiability and 
the sensing goais are usually the nierisurement of geonietric .uid/or physicd features 
of the environment. The overall goal of sensor planing is to automaticnlly generatr 
the proper sensor configurations given ,my known a priori information about the 
environment. Such information may be in the form of CAD models or adjacency 
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graphs or xiy otlicr type of rcprcsentation where geonietric and topological fcatiires 
of the criviroiiment may bt: represcnted. 
Most of the reseiircli çauried out in tlie aren of sciisor planning hns centcrid 
nroiind vision t u k s  which are usucdy llydo<:atc<l to systrnis containing caiiicras uid 
laser range fin<lt:rs[l]. Featiire iiispection is a very popiilrir task for siidi systciris. 
The N~i i  s to have t hc systeni automaticdy determine the vririoiis sciisor p;umi- 
eters that woiild d o w  'dl features of interest to bc: siiiii~ltaiieously visiblc at the 
correct focus and magnification. Therc are presently many computer vision systciiis 
tlint rely on a great d d  of Iiiiman intervention to deterinine the optimal p1actinii:rit 
of tlic camcras for a partictilar vision task. For cxnniple. in a rohotic vision systcru 
tliat controls an asscmbly iine. the manufacture of a particular produçt rnay rcqiiirc 
the placcmcrit of cameras in an appropriate configuration in order to facilitste an 
inspection task. However. the appropriate cmiera pririuncters ;ilid positioris a r c :  
usually obtained by means of lengthy trial and error nietliods. In addition. siich 
systems .are invnriably inflexible and subject to error due to unforeseen factors or 
evcnts such as slight alterations of the environment. Such systems tend to fuiic- 
tion efficiently for a particular situation. but have tu be reformulated for novel 
situations. 
A sensor planning system is therefore a means of .deviating the bottlericck 
associateci wit h human controlled computer vision based inspection. Such systeiris 
have becn designed to utilize knowledge about the environment such that novel 
tasks are carricd out without human intervention. The sensor planning system 
can be used to n~ ton ia t i c~dy  position and oriciit tlie cameras as weU as the light 
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sources. In addition. tlic aiitoniatul coiitrol of the c.amera optics sucb as zoom. 
focils and other parametcrs ilccroases tlic ovcrcd coniplexity of tlic systein for the 
hiiman operator. 
Sensor planning tccliiiiqiics liavc bceii appliecl in the areas of autouiatcd visiid 
inspection systerns [2. 31. as well as robotics [-Il. WeLl known systems sucli as 
Gcncrd Automatic Sensor Planning (GASP) [3] and the Machine Vision Planricr 
( M W )  [5] iitiiize geonietric rnodels of the environnient and rnodds of the sciisors 
to (lerive the viewing positions b;wd on the specified task. Other systems such 
ris SAUSAGES ' iitilirc stiiisor plaiiiiiiig tcc hniques for t hc giiictancc of niitonomous 
veliicles aiid tlic coiitrol of cartiern iiiovenierit associatecl witli such vctiicles [6]. 
In <inch case, the systciii niay eitlier contain a single mobile sensor or multiple 
sciisors capable of iiidqxnclcnt niovement. For exaniple a sensor planning system 
niay çoutrol a single caiiicrn attaclicd to a robot x n i  that lias rri~my degrws of 
freedoiii [il. Alternatively. t hc scnsor planning system may consist of multiple 
sensors. each attached to a mobile platform [8]. The traditional approach to the 
iniplementation of such sensor planning systems is b s e d  on the centraiized control 
of one or more cameras. The control algorithms may utilize a variety of methods 
including constraint optimization [5]. expert systems (91 and candidate viewpoint 
space search [7]. The centralized execution of these dgorithms do however. possess 
some iriherent disadvantages as sumrnarized below. 
Since the entire system depends on a single processing node. a failure of this 
node can lead to failrire of tlie entire system. 
' Developed at Carnegie-Mellon University . The Plans for Coordinated Sensot movement are 
stored and cxecuted by this system 
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a 1iicrt:asing t hc niimher of crimeras reqiiires niore complex pr~gr~unming of the 
ceiitrrilized control software. 
r The processing tinie rqiiired for a given task niay bc ciirectly proportional to 
t tic 1iiinibi:r of cauieras in the systoni. More cfficiency coiild be realized if the 
t asks were executcd conciirrently. 
r A ccntrdized control systcm rnay be inadequate for iinplcnientation in hard- 
wwc due to siïe and computationd resource constraints. 
Fur serisor planning systenis involving iiiultiple canicras, the (lisaclvantages may 
be arl(ln:ssccl by ilistribiitirig the sensing task and proccssing requireriients amongst 
t hc iridividiid cameras. Each camera t herefore would become an integr al part of an 
autorionioiis problcni solving module thnt we refcr to as 'an agent. This approach 
relies on coniniunication .unongst thc individiid canera modules to achieve the 
degrtic of çoorclination nccessary to accomplish thc given sensing task. 
The general objective of this dissertation is to develop a framework for the cc+ 
ordination of siich a distributed autonomous system of agents. In order to preserve 
the aiitononiy of the system. the individual agents must be able to reason about 
thek individual plans with respect to the o v e r d  task of achieving a particular 
sensing goal. In the foliowing section. we introdiice the concept of agency and the 
advantriges that are characteristic of a clistributed control methodology. 
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1.2 Agents 
The ritifinitioii of a11 agent is une of muçli <lisciission and divcrsity within the rescxcli 
coniriiuni ty. Most of the definitioiis are domain dcpcri(1ent and hexice the terni agent 
is ~nost occurrittily ciefiiied witliin tlir doniain to wliiçli it is applieci. One unifying 
stntenient tliat cen he niatle on tliis matter is tliat en agciit is an entity thet can 
pcrceive and ciH;:ct its enviro~iniciit [IO]. An agent can posscss capabilities tliat 
rrpresent soriie ( t t y p x  of aiitonoiiiy. Sucli capabilities may includc but are riot 
Liriiited to: 
Communication Tlic agciit sliotild be able to conimunicate with ot hcr agents or 
with cl hiiirian. 
Actuators Tlit: agent sliould bc able to affect its erivironiiient 
Intelligence The ngcnt (:an nclnpt to changes in its environment or learn about its 
eiivirormierit in siich a way that its belinvior is improved over time. 
Knowledge The agent mny possess some knowledge of the environment in which 
it resides. Tliis knowledge may be static or dynaniic depending on the capa- 
bilities cuid the tnsks assigned to the agent. 
It is important to note that although intelligence is not a necessary condition 
for agency. it contributes greatly to the degree of autonomy exhibited by the agent. 
In this research we depend on an agent's ability to make rational decisions both 
from an individual and a collective perspective. Such decisions can be influenced by 
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tlic lcvtil of iiitelligeiicc dcnionstrated by the agent. Hence the notion of intelligent 
agents is riil iriiportaiit one. 
Agctits rii:\y bc cl;\ssifie(l as stdic  or inobile. dependirig iipon whether or not they 
iiiuvc nroiiiid iii tlicir enviro~iniciit. Agents may also be classifiecl as ddiberntiue or 
rrrrrtiile. Drliberativc agriits possess an internd rcasoning siibsysteni wliich allows 
tlimi to oiigagc iii planning aiid riiigotiation in order to achieve coordination with 
ut lior ngcn t s [ 11 1. Rcact ive agciits (isscn t i d y  react to stiniiili frorii t iicir environment 
wittioiit tlw neccl for an internd reasoriiiig siibsystem. 
1.3 Multi-agent Environments 
An tmviroiinient tlint consists of a groiip of agcnts that cooperate to jointly solve 
prohltrnis is known as a Muft i -nger i t  mvironment. In sucli an ciivironmcnt, tlie aim 
is to tnkc ndvantagc of the collective problem solving ability of tlic group since no  
uiic agctit hns the capability of solviiig a particidar probleni on its own. Multi-agent 
r*nviroririit:iits offer niany advantages over single agent environments, among which 
arc t lit: fuiiowitig. 
a Problems solved by a grotip of agents can be significantly more coniplex t han 
tliosct solved by a single agent. 
a Tlic programming complexity of the individual agents is reduced since each 
agent niay have simpler functions and problern solving capabili ties. 
A niulti-agent environrricnt offers a higher degree of fault tolerance since the 
rntire system does not depend on a single agent. 

1.4 Statement of the Research Problem 
The god of tliis rtwarch ia to  {tcvcbp a fraiiiiiwork for stiiisor planning based on 
tlic i:oUcctive çoiupiit;itioiiid c;ipabiiities of rollabornt ive agents. Sucli a frnrricwork 
woiild provide t tic ni:ix:ssary striictiires. coordination dgori t lms  and lcmiing dg* 
ritlirns stich that tliti -appropriate" sensor configurations niay be gcncratcd wit h 
-iiiiproved efficicticy- ovcr tiriie for a parti(:iilar scnsitig task. This rcscarcli iitilizcs 
a lioniogentioiis p p i p  of iiititlligent agcnts to efficicritly coiitrol t lie doployiiiciit of 
n groiip of cnliier'w so  as to ohtain iiii~uiiiid visiid roverage of vnr or rriort: t;up:ts 
being observed. 
The rcqiiircnicnt of riiiiltiple carileras rriay bc tliic to othcr objocts in the scene 
occliiding or particdy occlii<ling tlic target object. Midtiple cameras may also be 
ncccssary when multiple spat ially distinct t argcts are under simultaneous regard or 
the large s i x  of thc tnrgct objcct may require riiiiltiplc ficlds of vicw for mrcùmal 
coverage. By planning the sensor configitrations for iiiaximal target coverage. the 
resulting views c m  hc iiscd for image processing applications including inspection 
of one or more features of the target. 
In designing such a franiework. there are important criteria t hat must be con- 
sidered and should be arlilressed wi thiu the framework. Thesc criteria incltidc the 
following . 
Scalability and Re-usability The framework should d o w  for the addition of 
new sensors sucii that  they niay be incorporated into the existing group of 
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serisors aiitonintiïdly and with iiiiiiirniim effort by tlic ilscr. 
Coordination The system niiist bc coor<linated sudi tliat tlita plniis of the indi- 
vidiial agcnts contributc iii a pusitivc way tLow;u.ds tlic globd iitility of the 
systerii. Coiiflicts niust t l i e r t h c  ht: rcsolvcd iii ;ui t:R(:io~it nii(l prwliictivc 
iiianntir. 
Fault Tolerance In case of sensor failiirc. tlic system shoiild aiitoniatically recon- 
figure so tliat the sensing t x k  cmi bc adiievcd. 
Efficiency The systeiri miist t>e cfficieiit in fincling an ovcrd  svtisiiig plan for n 
partirular serising task. Thorcfore t lie systeni s hoiild pro( liice a solution for 
a particulcar sensing task in "nii acceptable pcriod of tiriiti" givcn n siifficient 
ririioiiri t uf resources. 
Learning Ability The system niiist learn to improvc its perfornimicc with expe- 
rience. 
Convergence The systcrn iiiiist br able to converge eithcr to a pnrticiilar solution 
or a state where it iiiforrris the user thnt a solution is not possiblr given the 
(:ment resources. 
Such a system can contribute significantly to ongoing researcli in sensor planning 
in a variety of ways. An agent baset1 sensor planning system can easily reconfigure 
itself to d o w  for changes in the environment. The systern would be more efficient 
than simple trial and error in providing robust sensor configurations for a particular 
sensiiig task. In addition. the systcni is scalable since more scnsors may be added 
to the group without the need for extensive intervention by the user. 
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1.5 Organization and Scope of the Thesis 
Althoiigh rii.my typcs of scnsors are possiblc. we have attcnipted to Liinit the  scope 
of this thesis by foriisiiig on the lise of canieras as the ~Iiaracteristic sensor. Fur- 
tlierniore. tlie t liesis is coiiccrned wit h planning the viewpoints of the cailleras in n 
rnodclert environ~rierit .
The foilowiiig chaptcrs expand on the concepts introcliiced in tlie above sections. 
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive siirvey of the rescarch currently being carriecl 
out in scrisor planning. In addition. this chapter dso provides s siirnniriry of the 
fundamental theories conccrning ruidti-agent coordination and planiiing. The çhap- 
ter characteriaes some of t hc issiies that must be consicfercd when utilizing iiiiiltiple 
agents. sucli as coniiiiiinicatioii. lcarxiing and knowledge representat ion. 
Chapter 3 prcsents the t heorcticd foundations pertirimt to this t licsis frorri tlic 
t hc areas of optics solid geometry. 
Chapter 1 presents the proposed framework of tlie inulti-agent sensor planning 
system. In this chapter we describe in detail the componeiits of the developcd 
system with careful attention to the role played by eacli of the subsystems involved. 
Chapter 5 provides an example of the results that are possible from the system 
presented in this thesis. The examples were chosen to illustrate the M n e t y  of data 
models that can be acconimodated by the system. In addition. each mode1 serves 
to highlight import<mt capabilities of the system. Chapter 6 highlights the main 
contributions of t his work and places the framework design in perspective relative 
to the previous work carried out in this area. This chapter also provides suggestions 




In this chaptcr wc explore the currctit state of the art in both serisor planning and 
intelligent agent systems. The cliaptcr attetiipts to present the current research in 
sensor planning witlun the context of the various approaches to this problem. We 
thcn present the major work being carried out in the area of multi-agent systems. 
Finally the research being underhken that attempts to unify multi-agent technology 
and sensor planning is presented. 
2.2 Sensor Planning 
The research being carried out in the area of sensor planning has traditiondy been 
focused on t hree gener al areas of application. namely scene reconstruction, model- 
based object recognition and feature detection. These areas essentially differ in the 
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nniount of knowltxlge tlint is kiiown a priori aiid also the vision task to be achieved. 
In scenc rccoiistruction. the god is to reconstr1ic:t a iiiodcl of thc scciie by 
incrciiit:iitCdy seiisiiig the tiriknown world niid iuiialgamating the successive sensor 
resilings into a partial model. The next best sensor configuration is based on 
tlir knowledge gaiiic(i about the world so fcx .  Tticrc are sevcral paranieters that 
deterniiiic t hc t:ffi:ctiveiiess of the ncxt seiisor configtiratioii. For example, a sensor 
configiiration niay be chosen based on its siiperior ability to explore ttic Iargest 
regioii of iiiiaxplored spacc. In this problcni vcry little knowledge about the world 
is kriown a priori. Tlicre h a  bt:i:ii ronsiderable resewcli done in this arca tliat 
fociiscs on tlie critcria that determines tlie ncxt best sensor configuration and the 
intiyqatioii of tlic partid scciics [15. 161. 
Sensor planning rescnrch in riiodel-based object recognition has fociised xnainly 
on the scnsing tasks rcqiircd to dctcrrriine the identification of an objcct a n c l  its 
pose. Tlit: approacli u s t d y  employs a liypothesize and verify methodology whereby 
hypotheses regarciing the identity and pose of the object are generated based on 
the initial sensor input. These liypotheses are then verified by sonie predefined 
metrics and new sensing configurations are proposed based on the most accurate 
hypothescs. An excellent overview of this approach cm be found in the published 
work of Hiitcliinson et al [dl. 
In dclressiiig the problem of feature detection, the goal is to  nutomatically 
determine the optimal sensor parameters that would offer the most information 
about one or more features of a known object in a previously determined pose [l]. 
There is risiidy a significant amount of a priori information available to the system. 
It is tliis knowlcdgc of the objwt in question t liat deteriiiiiics the decisions niade by 
tlic syst e~i i .  Tlic ftntiires bcirig obscrved must niect ccr tain rcquirements as sct out 
i i i  the vision t;uk. Thcse reqiiircinciits iisiicdy includc (but are not limited to) tlie 
iitieil fc)r tlic observeci fenttircs to be  focused. corrcctly iiiagnified. and un-occluded 
hy aiiy part of tlic objrct bring ohservcrl or by other objects in the scene. There is a 
siiLstantid anioii~it of rcsexcii tliat lins bcen cnrried out iii tlus area. Tlie emphasis 
is on <Icv(:loping algoritlinis for automaticcdy planning the seiisor parmeters  for 
various vision tasks. Most fiiinous is the work done by Tarabanis et al [17. 18, 191. 
Othtir rdntcil work inclu<lcs ttiat iin<icrt.îken by Sakane ct d[20]. Cook et al [6] and 
Trtiç(:o et al [3]. 
Tlic resrnrcli pr(wirited in this t hesis conccrns t lit: ttiird application doniain. tliat 
of ftxatiirc tit:tt:ctii>ii. Hcnce we will iiricessarily liniit a i r  litcrnturc review to scnsor 
plaiiriiiig rtwm:li in this nrca. As prcvioiisly xiit:iitioncd. tliere are many systcuis 
klint rittexiipt to provide solutions to the generd problem of sensor planning as ap- 
pliecl to festiirc detection. From n very high level pcrspcctive. the basic clifference 
ht:twecii tlicsc systenis lies in the met hod used for detcrruining the actual sensor 
pmanicter values tlint wiU achieve the particular fenture detection task. Augmeut- 
ing the categorization imposecl by Tarabanis x i d  Allen in their survey of sensor 
plCmnirig nicthocis [II. we present the following four categories of sensor planning 
niet hods. 
1. Tlie Synt hesis Approach 
2. The Gcncrate ;and Tcst Approach 
3. Thc Expert Systcms Approach 
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4. Tlie Agont Apyronch 
2.2.1 The Synt hesis Approach 
In tlic syiitlivsis npproacli. tlir: sensor paranieters. object properties and the sensing 
t.nsks ,art! cliwrilwl as  aiidyticiù rdatioiiships. Thc seiisor (:orifigiiratioiis arc subse- 
qwii tly o l t  Niied frorii t licse relat ioiisliips by nnaly ticd riieuis. Classied iniplemen- 
tstioiis of ttiis appronch inrliiile the Automatic S ~ S O T  and Illumiriatiori Planning 
Sgstcrn  (lwiilopcrl by Cowan et al [X. 221 at  the robotics laboratory of SRI Inter- 
riatioiid arii.1 tlit! Macliiiie Vision Plannor o r  M VP systeni devcloped by T.uabanis 
t.t al (51. Iii tlicsti systtrius. tlic gcol is to autornaticdy synthesizc the desirable 
mriwra vitiws of a scelle bnsed on gconictric models of the environirie~it~ niodels of 
t h e  vision stirisors and. rriodels of tlie task to bc achieved. In both systems. the 
gi!rii!r;il approach is to find tlic locus of viewpoints t hat satisfy each of the folbwing 
tcuk wnstraii~ts. 
F ~ . n t i ~ r r  Vi.qibility T h  ftiatrircs to be inspected mcist be not bc occluded by 
i w h  other or by otlier objects in the scene. 
a FOC-ILS The featiires niust be in focus from any viewpoint chosen from the locus 
of admissible viewpoint S. 
Field of View The featiires mttst be in the field of view of the c~amera. 
a Resolution The features must bc spatially resolvable to a given specification 
froin ariy viewpoirit within the locus of admissible vicwpoints. 
Th:  10i:i of ndrriissitilt- vit:wyoints tliat satisfy oacli ri:qillreniciit are tlicn intcr- 
secteil to find the lot-ils vf g l ~ h ~ d y  acliiiissiblr viewpoints tliat siniiiltaneously satisfy 
tlie t;wk rti(ltrir(:iii<~iits. Althoiigli botti systt:nis rcly on the smic  gent:rd approacti. 
they ilifftlr fiiiitlnnic~it~dy in th r  riuinber and typi: of parcmieters that are plmned 
sn(l  the niet lioilology iised to satisfy '111 t lit: constrairits. 
Iri tlic SRI systcni by Cowan cit al. tlic twk roqairements or coiistraints are 
satisfied individiinlly hy nii iterative s(i,ucli technique. The niethod deterniines tlie 
luciis of viewpoiiit s iii 3D spece t hat satisfy t lie coiistraint leiiig coiisidered. This 
set of vii:wpoints is obtiiinctl by iteratively biiildirig tlie region that satisfit:~ the 
çonstraint. 01ii.t: tlit: lems of viewpoints is procliiceil for each constraint. t licy are 
intcrscctc(1 to fiilcl tliost: viewpoiiits thnt sntisfy t h  i:oristraiiits siniiiitaneoiisly. 
Hcrice a gciier .&zt:d sct uf vicw yuiiits is syiitiiesizcd frorii the individual loci. 
Th: caiiicra opticd srittings siicli as focal length f and apcrtiire a are not 
planned by the systt:iii biit are cliosen a priori. In addition the orientation of 
the camera is sr t  to thc contre of a sphere tliat circtiniscribes the region of inter- 
est. This retliices the  iiimbcr of planncd paranieters and assists in the efficient 
converjence of t lit: sys tcrii. 
In contrast . the hIVP system fonnulates the problem as a constraint satisfaction 
problem çonsisting of eight variables. The planned paranieters are three positional 
degrees of freedorii ru(+. y. z ) and two orientational degrees of freedom in the form 
of pan and tilt angles. In addition. the distance between the back of the lens to the 
plane on whicli the image is formed (back nodal point to image plane distance) d. 
the focal length f and tlic aperture of the lens a are also planned by the system. 
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As will be illiistrattid in tlio fullowiiig chaptcr. thcsc parameters ciffcct tlic ilepth of 
fociis and field of view of tlir cniiiera. Iiciice tlieir iiiiportaiicc to tlic ndiiovcnient 
of th:  vision task. 
For each task coristra.int. tlie adtiiissiblc region is boimdcd by a hypcr-surface 
which is (lescribed by an i3iglit <liriiciisinnd vcctor. Tlic curiibinatioii or syiitlicsis 
of tiiese individiid rregioiis prodiii.cs a locus of viewpoints tlint satisfy 'ail tlic con- 
straints simult.uicoiisly baser1 on tlic pliiiined paranictcrs. The iclea is to tlien find 
the optimal pariinieters wi t liin t his locus of gc~icr~zlized viewpoints. 
As an optimizatioii probleni. the aiidyticd rcl;iti»risliips tlint ino(lf:l tlie vision 
tnsk constraints arc iistxl as the co~istrairits of tlic optiiiiiantion proçcss erid the 
objective furictioii is soiiit: iiietric of t lit: dist nnce betwwii a candidate ge~ier~ilized 
viewpoint and the buiind (1cscri b a l  by t hc corri biric(l Iiypcr-stirfaccs. Sincr: cach 
task constraint is iiio(lolc(l aiidyticdy. tlic lociis of vicwpoiilts that satisfies cacli 
constraint is cxpresscd as an in(iqiiality fiiiictiori 9, of the  paranictcrs being planned 
as in eqriation 2.1. 
Where ü is the vector describing the viewing ~1irectioii or orientation of the 
caniera and the parainctcrs ro. d. f. a are as previoiisly definecl. Each inequality gi 
specifies the relationship between tlie plnnned parmeters b<wed on the constraint 
being referred to. In other words. given a particular set of plirameters, eacli in- 
equdity specifies how well that set of parameters satisfies a particular constraint. 
Hence. i = l..n where rr is the riiimber of constraints. The optimization function 
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F is tlius a weiglited siim of tlic iiieqiidity fiinçtioiis. This is expressed in equation 
2.2 
In Loth the SRI <and MVP systcins. th(: ciiiplinsis is on the utilizatiori of a single 
cnnicra. illu~iiinating source and a centr.&acd pla~ining mecliûnisni. Th: systiinis 
hot 21 iitilizc! CAD riioclcls of the sceiie wherc oljccts withiii the scenr! arc tiioilcled 
as convcx or concave polyhedra. Thc MVP system offcrs sonic advaiitages over 
the SRI systcni in terms of the robiistness of the solution due to the fact tliat cd 
the canicra paranieters are plenned cxpiicitly. Howevcr the SRI systerii offors soriie 
advantages in ternis of efficieiicy sirice fewer cairicra parmieters arc pla~incd by the 
systerri. 
2.2.2 The Generate and Test Approach 
In the generate and test approach. scnsor paranieter values arc gcnerated aiid then 
e d u a t e d  basecl on some predcterniined critcria. The spacc of possiblc s(:nsor p e  
rameters is iisucdy d i s c r e t i d  and heuristics are employcd to Liniit the  searcli space. 
Usually. the object is in a known pose 'and siirrounded by a tessellated sphere which 
providcs the discretized set of possible viewing positions in 3D space. 
Systenis that employ the generate and test approaches include the HEAVEN 
systeni by S.&we et  al [7, 81. the Illurninator Control Expert (ICE) systeni by Yi 
et al !23]. the Gencral Automatic Sensor Planning (GASP) system by Trucco et d 
[3] and tlic viewpoint planning system devcloped by Roberts et al [24]. 
In the HEAVEN system. the object under observation is surrounded by a sphere 
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with its <:enter at  the gmmctric ccntcr of the target object. The spherc d s o  circiirxi- 
scribes an icosaldron whose triarigiilx facets arc projcctcd onto tlie surface of the 
sphtire. The residt of tliis projectioii is the trsseliation of the surfacc of thc spl~erc 
by eqii i la t~rd triangles. Each triangle niay be stibsequently siibdivided to produce 
4 triangles t lius crcating a finer tessellntion. The resulting tessellatcil sphcre is 
referred to as a geodesic donie [25] and is ilhistrateci in figure 2.1. Using the ccntcr 
of each facct as a vicwing point. a ray is passa! from this ceutcr to th:  siirface of 
tlie target objcct. AU iiitersectioris of tlic ray with the surface of the target object 
(:an hc cotnpiitcii. If tliero is an oçclii<lii~g object in the patli of tlie ray. then the 
ray woultl intersect siicli n siirface prior to intersecting the target surface. Hence 
any occliiding s~irfiiçt:~ caii bi: iilcntified. 
The HEAVEN systciii iiscs a distance nieasiire to rerik eacti façet withiri an 
occlusion frec region for a pârtieiilar scnsing task. An ocçlusiori frcc rcgion is 
essentiaily a region on the surfacc of the splicre whcrc the rays projectcd to thc 
target object arc not interxcted by m y  other object in tlie scene. Facets that are 
close to the border of the occliision frec regions ;ire ranked lower than facets that 
are near the center of an occliision free region. Tlie distance measlire utilized is the 
negated inner product of the ray from the ccntcr of the facet under consideration to 
the center of the nexest occluded facet. Once these facets have been ranked. they 
are then sorted by ciecreasing order of their rank. The sensor is a single camera 
rnounted on a robot msnipulator (the so c d e d  eye in band configuration). This is 
placcd at the intersection of the highest ranked facets, the facets occupied by the 
workspace of the manipulator rind any user specified facets that provide additional 
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Figure 2.1: An Object Surrounded by a Geodesic dome 
information to the problcni. 
Tlie ICE systcni iitilizes tlie sanie nicthod for generatiiig possible vicwpoints on 
the siirfmx of a tcssttllatetl sphcrc. Howcvcr. this systcm also plans t h  position 
of the illiinii~iritioii source in addition to the cnmera position. The camera and 
iiliirriinntion source positions are planncd separately and inclependently of oach 
otlicr. Hmcr t lie cri terin rit ilized for ob t nirung tlie bes t positions .arc dso different . 
III order to plan the cainera position. the systcni ranks the candidate viewpoints 
brised on cdgc visibility. This refers to the length of an edge on the target object that 
is nut owlu<lcd coxiipared to the totd lcngth of an edge. The cainera is positioncd 
siich that the total nimber of complete tdge segments visible is tiiwcirnized. 
Tlir illuriiination plCm1iing portion of the ICE systein utiliaes an independent 
optiiiiizatiori proctiss. Tlic systerii optiniiacs tlir so called edge coiitrast paranieter. 
Tliis is a nicasurc of tlic differcncc in rcflected light intensity between neighbouring 
regions iii an image of the target taken from a candidate viewpoint. By ~itilizing 
faces of the targct that meet at the edge under consideration. the contrast for 
an cdgi: iiiay bc cvduatcd iising a finite number of points dong the edge. The 
rcsultant çontrast graph represents the variation in contrast along the edge and is 
rised to cleterniine the contrast distribution. This function is then used to assess 
the optimization criteria specified as: 
The ratio of the portion of an cdge in which a given contrast threshold is 
exceecled as compared to the total length of the edge. 
. The aniount by which the threshold is exceeded over that portion of the 
edge that exceeds the threshold. 
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We riote licro t lint tlic Illiiniiriator plaiiiùiig takcs plnrc once t lic canicra planning 
ilas bce~i ~011iplt:tc(1. H t~nw the iUwniiiatio~i planning (locs not alter tlic cariiera 
position. Duc to t lit: irilicrciit inti:r<l<:p(:iidciic~ics of these two subproblci~is. it is 
possiblc for the solution obtained to be suboptiiiial. 
Other systenis that follow the generetc x id  ttbst approach include the General 
Automatic Sensor Planning GASP systeiii (ievclopcd by Triicco et  ai (31 and the 
viewpoirit plaiiniiig systcrii by Roberts et al [U].  The GASP systeni focuses on 
t lie optiind planning of viewpoints for objeçts comnionly foiind in mcmuiuf;icturing 
wiiI ( m i  ;it:coriiciio(lntc botli rnngc m i l  intcnsity image scnsors. Tlic optiinnlity of a 
$vcii stirisiiig coiifigiirntioii is bascd on a weighted combinntion of feature visibiliky 
a i ( l  ~iit:asiirenieiit reliability criteria. 
Tlie iiifurrii;ition reqiiirrxl tu çoiiipiite the visibility aiid obtain nieasureiiierits 
on a givcii featiire is stored in a CAD model. The CAD rnodel encodes sliape 
information and provides reference measures. The systerii relies on the manipulation 
of Featiire Inspection Representations (FIRs) wliicli. at  the  basic level. contain the 
twst vicwpoint from wliich a single intensity or range caniera can obtain a desired 
nieaslirenient on a givcn feature. More complex inspection tasks can be carried out 
t>y conibining the FIRs into inspection scripts. For example. the system can inspect 
multiple features using a single sensor by f i n h g  a region in 3D space from which 
iuiiltiple fkturcs  are cwvisible or by finding the shortest path in 3D spacc tlaough 
wliicli a single scnsor c m  view each feature in succession from its optimal viewing 
position as specified by the FIR. The system utilizes a composite traveling salesman 
algorithm i261 to find the required shortest path. In addition. The system is also 
ixpable of titilizing a stcreo pair of sensors to inspcct single or iriiiltiple featiires as 
previoiisly h c r i b e d .  
111 kwyirig witli t lic gctirratii and test rnethodology. the G ASP systerii utilizes 
a geod~sic iioriic centrecl at tliï: ~(iritroid of the object to generatc the caxicliclate 
vii:wpuiiits. Tlitt visibility of t lic: varioiis feat lires in the C AD nioclcl is coinpiitcd 
off-Liie aiid storeci in the ft:atiirci represciitation format. The optiniality of a given 
viewpoiiit is (lcfiiicd i ls  shown in cquation 2.3. 
TIit! i:odfi(:iiirits k,, ari(i Ir indicnte the relevant importance of tlie visibility v 
of the featiirc aiid tlic reliability r of the measurements obtainetl from a givcn 
vicwpoint. CVe note liere tlint LI,. k, E [O. 11 and 5 + k, = 1. The online cfficiency 
of tlic systcrii tlt:pends on the cuinplexity of the vision tasks to be carriecl out since 
the FIRs NC computed off-lirii:. 
Tlic vision plnnning systriiri ilcsigncd by Roberts et d [24] was niotivated by 
tlie fnct that in niaiiy cases. objcct inspection and object recognition c.uinot be 
perforriiud a&quately from a single image. Hence multiple views of the object are 
needed to adequately cover the surface of the object. The system t herefore selects 
a rniniriiized nuniber of views that allow each object face to be adeqiiately viewed 
accordirig to specified constraints. 
Thc systeni obtains a solution in two phases. In the first phase. the system corn- 
putes n semcli space for the viewpoint planning,. This search space is represented 
by a grnph where the nodes correspond to the faces of the target object and the 
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NCS coririect nodes (faces) tliat si~iiiilt;irit:ously satisfy dl constraints. For cxcunple, 
if thc cutistrairits art: that the fatrrls riiiist be visible cuir f  in focus, tlicn thcre is an 
arc  coiiiit~ctiiig ariy two faces tlint arc hot h visiblt: aiid in fociis frorri a given vicw- 
point. This inforiiintioii is generntcd frorii a CAD riiode1 of the object aiid visibility 
inforriiation is ut> taiiieil by considering n finito set of possible ça~ididate viewpoints. 
The systcni tlwn coriiputes tliti 1;irgest set of faces tliat .arc visible froni a can- 
didate viewpoirit. This set of fxcs  is rcnioved from the grapti ancl the process is 
repeated for thii rcmaining nodes. The resultiiig subsets of the candidate viewpoint 
list foriii aii approxjriiiition to t lie set of nituriniaily connectecl siibgrnplis or cliques. 
The sccorid pliiisc of t lie systmi irivolvcs t liii nctiiril viewpoint ncqiiisi t ion. The 
systeni nç~:oiii~iioilat~is t l rtie riiet iioils for viewpoiiit acquisition as listcd below. 
1. View it(:qiiisitioii itsing an eye in hnnd mrricra. 
2. View acqiiisi t ion iising a fixecl cniiima niid tiirtitablc. 
3. Vicw acquisition iising a stereo vision systcrii. 
Usina an eye-in-liand configuration requires tliat the camera is moiixited on a 
robot ami that h a  cnough range of motion to position thc camera at any viewpoint 
on the surface of the siirtounding view sphere. The output from the previous stage 
provides a List of object surfaces tliat are visible from rr given viewpoint. The set of 
viewpoints froni which di faces of the object are visible is obtained by intersecting 
the individuai visibility regions of the faces of the object. The system then finds 
the best vicwpoint within tliis set by choosing the viewpoint that has a minimum 
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angle to ;ail tlic face nornids tliat <are visible. This point is iiscd ris the viewing 
position at which t lie oyc-in-haiid systeni is positioiit:d. 
Tlic fixed camera aiid turiitihlt! sctiip consists of a caiiiera iii a fixeci location aiid 
oriented towards the centre of the view spliert:. Tlie object is placlced on a turntablii 
nrid the ouly niotioii is the rotation of the object i r i  tixi~l niigiilar incre~iierits. The 
caniera therefore fornis a horizoritd circlt: im ttie s~irfaw of tlic view spliere duc 
to tlie rotatiori of tllc spiicrti witti tlie objcct. Tlie çaiididate vicwpoinl region is 
obtaiiied as described above but witli the d d e d  constr;uiit ttiat the viewpoints 
considercd niiis t dso  lie on t bc <-iri:iiriift:reiice of  t lic circlti trnct:il by t lie canit:ra as 
the spticrc nioves relative to tlic caxiicra. 
For the stereo cariicrn systcrii sctiip. tlic candiclntt. vicwpoirits .are gcticrntcd in 
tlic scurie manner as tlic single cariicra casc. However. tlie viewpoiiits corisidercd .art: 
the set of non-coincihit points that siniultaneously provide cm un-obstruîtcd view 
of a particular feature. Hence the systcni niust rernovc (dl th<: cmcliclatr: viewpoiiits 
corresponding to the position of one camera that do not giixantee that the featiircs 
are dso visible in the ot1it.r carriera. 
2.2.3 The Expert System Approach 
The expert system approach relies on the encoding of an expert's knowledge as to 
the best lighting and viewing configurations for particiilar sensing tasks. The user 
inputs information on the object or feature to be observcd and the expert system 
oiitputs the appropriate lighting and/or viewing recommendatioos. Examples of 
such systems include the LIGHTINC ADVISOR creatcd by B. G. Batchelor [Dl. 
nn<l a sii i i i l ;~ systcui dcvelopd by A. Nuviiii [?Tl. 
Tlic infor~iiation required by thcsc systenis incliidc the rcfl~ictariçc liaracteristiçs 
of the objwt and the type of featiire that is to be t:nipliasized. Tlic prograni tlicn 
displays a h i e  cirawing of the appropriate lighting condition. The systern by Novini 
dso gives advice on the image processing operations thnt stioiild be liscd to cxtrnct 
wrtaiii types of featiires. It is important to note that tiiesc systeins only provide 
q11"litntive information on the type of ligliting tliat would be niost appropriate for 
the pxticiilar task. For example. the systcrus would determine whctlier the object 
s1i01ild bc d.lurninated froni the front or renr to provide t!ie bcst çoiiditions for 
feat iirc inspection. Extensions to t hese sys tenis dso siiggest the part iciilar viewirig 
~iictliod to be iisetl. Howevcr. tliey do not provide aiiy suggestions as to tlic exact 
spatial cçoiifigiiration of t lic crriiicras or illuniiiiators for inspcç tiuii. Tlie i k a  is 
to addrcss the problerii froni a qiic&tative perspective derived froni a catalogue uf 
possibili t ies. 
2.2.4 Agent Based Systems 
The previoiis sections have prescntcd systems that iitilize either a single camera or 
a set or cameras (as in the case of stereo vision configurations) that are explicitly 
controiled by a central planning algorithm. In this section we present sensor plan- 
ning systrnis that rely on ~Listributed control for the concurrent planning of several 
sensors. Eacli sensor is l ocdy  controiled by a problem solving entity or agent. 
The dcfinition of the term agent is very moch influenced by the problem domain 
for which the agent is desigiietl. However. from the perspective of the following 
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systcriis. nu iigcxit is. nt the very basic lcvd. a coniputing entity that has the re- 
soiirrcs to solvc or at teinpt to solve a given computatioiial probleni. The degrcr of 
agency at tributcd to a corilpiiting entity r e d y  depends on the observable lcvcls of 
iritclligcncc. pro-act ivi:iicss. conimunicat ion abilities and sutonomy demonstrated 
by tlie ctitity iii varioiis problerri doniains [?SI. 
The application of agents to scnsor planning is based on the ability of agctits 
to autonomously courdinate their actions in an effort to achieve the optinial or at  
lcast functiondly acceptable sensor configuration for the given sensi~ig task. Each 
sensor is controllecl by a single agent and the agents cim coriiniiinicatc witli eech 
0 t h  by wny of i~icssages through sonie uiidcrlying cornmunication medium. Thcre 
rire severd general coordination sclieuies thnt have been developcd for coordinating 
groups of irgetits. These aiid o t hcr fundairient al irgeti t t heories will be presenteti 
more rigoro~isly in tlic following chapter. Howcvcr. we present here an overview of 
the systenis tliat utilize this approach. 
Durfce et al (291 have developed a sensor surveillance system based on a network 
of scmi-aiitonomous problcm solving agents. The system is known as tlie DiatRbuted 
Vehicle Monitonrrg Testbed ur DVMT. Each agent controls an acoustic sensor and is 
capable of cornmunicating with the other agents in the network. The seiising task is 
to identify. locate and track patterns of vehicles moving through a two dimensional 
space based on their acoustic signatures. The agents cooperate by generating and 
exchaxiging tentative partial solutions based on the local acoustical data obtained 
from their sensors. By iteratively exchanging and refining these partial solutions, 
the network eventually converges to an overall solution. 
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The partial solutions gencratcd hy each agent are hypot heses t hat describe the 
helirf of the  nodc ;is: to the timc staxripcd location (wherc the vehicle was at certain 
t iriies). ttie type of vchidc and the coufidence in the hypothesis. A coinpletc solution 
i1ct;iils tlie position m d  identification of tlie vchicle at a given time or over a period 
of tiiiiti. Each scnsor only covers a s n i d  portion of tlie problcni space and rnay have 
overlapping fields of view with other sensors. Hence the liypotheses are based on 
local inforniation only. The agents communicate with each other and refine their 
hy pot heses t hrough a blackboard system based ou t lie HEARS AY II architecture 
The agents acliieve the coordination necessary for thcir task tlirough the use 
of organizational structiuing. An organizationd structure specifies n set of long 
tcrrii rt:sponsibili tics and iutcrac tion protocols for each agent. The establishment 
t)f this structiirc is acconiplished during the creation of tlie network. In the case 
of DVMT. the organizational structure defines an area of interest for each agent 
witliin the sensor space. Xlthough the decision to transmit or receive information 
conccrning a locd hypothesis is made by the agent. the organizational structure 
imposes some guidelines as to when to transmit or receive a hypothesis. This is 
based on the importance of the sensed data within the a e a  of interest of the agent. 
For ex~mple. a hypothesis created and transmitted by an agent would carry a higher 
confidence rating if the veliicie is believed to be in the centre of the area of interest 
of the agent as opposed to being close to. or outside of the boundary of the area of 
interest. The disparity in confidence exists since the sensor may be tracking ghost 
fiata when the vehicle is close to the boundary of its area of interest instead of 
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t h .  truc vehiçlc data. By coordinntirig tlieir irifluciicc on the iterative çonstriiction 
uf t lie fiiid soli1 t ion. the agents c m  coilectively solve the  vchiçle monitoring task 
wi t lioii t t lit: iiccd fur complete knowledge of t h e  environment. 
Okoshi et d [32] have <lcrnonstratcd a iiiiilti-agent modcl-based systcm for fca- 
t w i  irispot-tion. The systerri consists of seven agent proccsses runniug on three 
workstations. Tlircc PUMA 560 nianipulators provide the dexttrity for a caniera, 
and two liglit sources. Tlicrc are dso two mobile robot vehicles with riiounted cam- 
tiras. The reuinining agents rire iniagt: proccssing agents running on workstatiotis 
am1 t1ic.y proviclc the image processiiig capabilities. The goal is to rcitiove a valve 
Iiaridlc aiid iiiit h i r i  a valve usembly and inspect the valve sleeve for watcr Ieak- 
agi. Tliv systtBin uses robot vision to to &:termine the rotation aiigle of the valve 
Iiniulle. vcriry tlint thc liaiicllc is graspecl t y  the  urniiipulator and finally. iiispeçtiun 
01' tlic vdvc for water leakage. 
Eseh agent can scnd messages to the othcr agents. The systeni is coordinatcd 
by nieaiis of a contract net protocol [33]. This protocol d o w s  an agent to broadcast 
requcsts for assistance in perforrning a particular task. Any agents t hat are capable 
of providing assistance to the soliciting agent offers bids. The bids are received and 
andyzed and a contract is awarded to the agent with the most qualified bid based 
on some giveri criteria. 
In this system. the agent controUing the manipulator and camera broadcasts a 
message reques t ing assistance of a lighting agent to provide the optimum lighting 
conditions for image processing in order to  determine the rotation angle of the 
vaive. Tlic contract is awarded to a light source agent. After the hnndle has been 
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gr~ipc t l  by t lie iii;inipulator. the agent t heti t~rondcasts a rcqiiest for a caniera agent 
ro verify tlint tlic: tiimdle lias been p s p c d .  The camern agent with the winning 
Li( 1 iiiiist tlicii position its caiiicra such t h  an un-obstriiçtcd view of the gaspecl 
hnnrllc is obtaiiicd. Once the hntidle h a  bcen reniovcd by th :  inanipulator. mot  her 
miitrnrt is awariltxi to a cmiiera agent to position its mrnera so that ttie vdve sleeve 
cari tw iiispwteil. Tlie ininge obtained is tlicn passcd on to an image processing 
ngciit for andysis. I t  is iiriportarit to iiote that thc carneriz puanicters (position .and 
oritintation) art: c-o~i~ptrt(d off-Lrie prior to  the activation of tlic system of agents. 
Tliii coiitrncts wcrc awanlccl to the caniera agents bastiii on thcir proxiiiiity to the 
phiiiicil vicwiiig position at the tinie when tlic bids wcre r(:qiiested. 
Atiut 1it.r variation on tlie agint approxh t o sciisor planning dcveloped Ly Cook 
t.t al [ G .  3-11 relies U L L  ~laiisiuti t licury to <:oonlinnte t lie sciisor planning ainongst 
i~iiiltiplc atitoiiorlioiis vt4iii:les cxecuting a niilitary mission as a part of DARPA'sl 
tintrianriid grotiiid vtiliicle prograni. The idea is to <dow a group of autonomous 
vtiliiclrs equippcd witti cameras to select optimal viewing locations and camera pan 
and tilt anglcs in oriler to gain the nmximiini iriformation (luring a surveillance 
t c a s k .  
The systeiii relies ou three levels of coordinatioii to  accomplish both surveillance 
and t a g e t  tracking tasks. On the fust level. the 'areas of interest to the group is 
dccided tipon by the (hunian) mission leader. An observation point refinement 
algori tlini is i i s d  to select optimal observation points from which 
observe a specified area of interest. The algorithm ntilizcs polygonal 
vehicles cm 
descriptions 
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OC tlic (ZTC';\S of i i~t(wsts to riiakt: its s~Icc*tiori. The ctecisioti as to wiiich observation 
poi tit s tu çiioosi- is bnse(1 on n ut ility riirasiire t lint clinracterizes rach cari<Edate 
obscrvntion poitit in teriris t hti probatdi ty of clctectiori of the groiip of vtiliicles and 
thc cstirnateti atiioriiit c>f inforrnatiori tbat cari be obtairierl froni tlie observation 
poiiit. 
Tlic u r a  siirvcytxl by aiiy of the pi incl  vdiicles is dividcd into segnicnts or 
fields of vit:w. TIic tiriic sptmt ol)sorviiig a particii1.u field of vicw is dcperideat on 
a priori irifor~iintiori siicli as the probability of finding a target iii a particular field 
of vicw. Ttius tlic ficlcls of vicw ut: wciglitcd bnsetl oii their iniport=mce 'muid these 
wvigllts ;ire iip(litt~:(l ;iftt:r t!vory iiiission. Tlie iiccision by an ngcnt as to t hc order in 
wl i id i  its fieh1 of  vittws arc ohscrrvtxl is xtimlc ;it the local levcl withoiit cotisidtation 
with tlic titlit*r ;rgt*iits. 
Tlie tliircl li:vt4 of miitrol iitilixcs clistribiitetl ~Iccision riiaking in order to per- 
from tirrgct confiriiiation. seciiri ty Iland-off and Lealth checks. Targct coiifirmation 
requises the input forni dl agents whose camera is in Line of siglit with the tar- 
gct. Hence. tlic agent t bat detects n txget  cnn rcquest confirmation of the target 
from tlic ot ber agmts. AU txget  corifirtiiation information is communicated to the 
requesting agent. If an agent is traçking a moving target it rnay rrequest that its 
seciiri ty surveillniice responsibili ties be teniporarily handed over to anot her agent 
not irivolved in tlic tracking process. The group may also need to reconfigure itself 
if a puticular agent either (:ornniiinicates a faillue to the group or does not respond 
to pcriodic liedth cliccks by the mission leader. This reconfiguration may change 
the  formation of the group rind/or reassign particulnr areas of interest tliat were 
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the rrsponsibility uf t lit: frriled agent. 
2.3 Discussion of the Different 
Approaches to Sensor Planning 
The prccecliiig sections have prcscntc(1 aii ovcrvit:~ of thc various iiictliods ~Icvel- 
opcd for tlic planiiiiig of orio or rtiort? swsors. Eacli rilethocl provitles a distinct 
contribution to tlic avilable rnetlio(lo1ogics. In ordcr to aclcquatcly ctiseuss thc 
ad vantagcs ;iiicl disailvant agcs of t litisc iiit:t liods. wc iiiiist present sornc gciicrd cri- 
tcria by wliicli we <*an riirasiirc the siritalility of tlie iiictliods to a givcri gcneric 
sensor planning prihlciii. Thc critmia is Lued on the issues tliat nfftx:t aiiy sensor 
planning systeiii. Siicli issues include but arc not Lirnitcd to the foilowing: 
Scalability Cui  mm<: stmors bt: easily adcled to the systern for more cornplex 
sensing tasks? 
Reliability Cari the systeni provirle the iism with sonie confidence measure of its 
output? 
Heterogeneity Cnn the systeni acconiniodate different types of scnsors? 
Adaptability C m  the system adapt from one task to another so that it c m  leam 
from expericnce? 
Conflict Resolution 1s the system capable of resolving potential conflicts. for ex- 
ample scvtxely overlnpping fields of view or contention for a single viewpoint. 
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Multi-Feat ure Inspection Cari t lit: sys ti:iii inspcçt niultiple ftxit iircs coriclirrontly'! 
Efficiency How efficient is tlie systeni in provitlirig a solution to a parti cl il.^ sens- 
iiig task? 
Fault Tolerance 1s the systciri i:nynbli: of rc:covering froiri faillire of one or niore 
of its componerits? 
In general. the single sciisor md stcrco vision systeins such as those (lescribed in 
the synt hesis and generate aiid test approaches are robiist appruaclics but are not 
neeessarily capable of xni:t:ti~ig tlic (lcniands of a wicli: variety of sensiiig tasks. In 
sitiintioiis wliere the sensing tnsks require wuying miocints of simors. thc iiili(irt:nt 
difficiilties in scalability in t hc synt liesis anil geniiratc an(1 tcst approaclics bticotiit! 
apparent. Tliere are riiariy sitiiatioiis wlitxti a siiiglt: stiiisur wui&l l x  iiialrquatr fur 
tlie ta&. for example. if the feature bting inspected is too large to  fit in tlic field of 
view of a single camcrn or is si:verely occliidcd by ot her oljocts in the scene. An- 
otlicr sitiiation that requires the use of multiple sensors occtirs if there are multiple 
spatinlly separated features to bc inspectcd concimcntly. Scdnbility is tliereforc 
an important issue. Howcver. tlie ciment systems that utilize the syntlesis and 
generate and test approacli are not ensily scalable. More cxplicitly. these systenis 
do not account for the interdependencies that result amoogst sensors in a mdti- 
scnsor system. Such iiiti:rdepcn<iexicies include contention for candidate viewpoints 
(resourcc allocation) and information redundancy as a result of overlapping fields 
of view. 
The GASP system m d  t hc Vision system developed by Roberts et al [24] ap- 
proach the problem of multi-featiire inspection by moving a camera (or two cameras 
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in tlic çnsc of s stcreo vision setup) sequeiiticdy throiigh a list of viewiiig positions. 
rcsliltiiig in th:  cariicra covcragc of the entire set of fcatiircs to be viiiwed. However. 
siiice tliis is a seqiirntid proccss. t lie cfficicricy of tlic systeni is sigiiificzuitly less 
t han one t hnt d o w s  conciment viewing. 
Bot li t lie gciierate and test and t lie syiit liesis niet ho& providc sonir mcasure of 
viewpoint ~pt in i~di ty  niid tierict: tlie reliability of a given viewpoint is kiiown. The 
systcms caii dso  ncconirno<lnte various types of sensors dthougli not conciirrently. 
duc to the fact that they are essentidy single sensor systerris. Thcrc is no pro- 
vision Iiowever for tlie systerris to lcarn froni experiençc. Hencc tlic cficicncy of 
tlic systcitis css(:nti.dy reinain coristant regarclless of the number of problciii cases 
presentetl. The other important issue affeçting these systenis is tliat of faiilt tol- 
cruiçe. Siiicc tliere are oiily at rriost two sensors. ariy fiulure of a sensor or the 
ccntrnlizcd pl;uiiung aigorithin woiilil resiilt in the fdurc  of tlic systciti as a wtiole. 
In situations wliere the faiilt tolcrnnce is an important issue. a niore decentralized 
ripproacii to planning woiild be neccssary. 
The expert systern approaçh does offkr sotnc advantages in ternis of mlap tability 
and heterogenei ty since it depends on a riilc base. For example. t lie rules could be 
updated to provide bet ter suggestions basecl on experience. In addition. the rules 
coisld bc adaptecl for various types of lighting and sensor configurations. However. 
since tlie system is biised on a qualitative approach to solving the sensor planning 
probleui. therc is no apparent reliability measrire. Also such systems are not easily 
scdable nor do they possess the degree of autonomy present in the otlier approaches 
since thcy rely heavily on the avdability of user knowledge encoded as rules. 
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The agent approaçli to serisor planning prescrits some significait dvnntages over 
the other approaclics in addrcssing the aforenientioned issiics. From a general pcr- 
spectivc. the niost obvious advmtages of this approacli arc bnsed on the scdability. 
efficieiicy and fault tolerancri issues. By 'dowing each scnsor to be independcntly 
coiitroilecl by an aiitonoriious agent. the plnnning dgorit hms are by dcfriiilt decen- 
trdizetl. This irnproves the fhult toleraricc of tlie systeni. In addition. more scnsors 
can bc addetl or sensors t.îkcn away without the need for extensive rcprogramniing 
of the systcni. The concurrent execution of tlie sensor planning algorithms provides 
mi irnprovenient iii thc cfficiency of the systcni over the sequcntial generatc .and test 
sys tems e ~ p e c i ~ d y  in the case of niuiti-festure iiispcc t ion. 
The multi-sensor systeni developed by Cook et al [6] for military surveillmce 
illiistretcs tlic ability uf a niulti-agent sriisirig systeiii tu adapt its behavior basecl 
un experiericc. Howcvcr. thcre is considerriblo user intervention in the decision 
miking process of the agents. For example. the areas tliat are to be siirveyed and 
the geornetric formation of the ground vehicles are jiist some of the aspects of the 
problem deciclcd upon by human opcrators. 
The vehicle monitoring test bed developed by Diirfee et al [29] illustrates the 
ability of the agent based approach to overcome the interdependencies amongst 
niultiple sensors by the use of organizational striictures. However. the use of orga- 
nizational structures not only adds a notion of centrality to the system but indeed, 
such structures decrease the degree of autouomy of the agents. This is because the 
role of each agent is dictated by its designer a priori. 
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The agent bascd approaclies considered so far do not f d y  exploit the possible 
ratiorial (lecision nisking capabilities of the agent S. This capehility can decrease 
tlic ariioiiiit of user iritervcntioo nccessary to solve a given seiisor planning problem. 
By iricorporating agents that am niore autonomous. we can perhaps increase the 
cfficiericy of the problcin solving process while s t i l  obtaining ecceptablc solutions 
to t lir problem. The rerrminder of this tliesis explores t his possibility. by providing 
n frarnework for agent coutrollcd multi-sensor planning that relies niore on the 
ratioidity and communication abiiities of the agents to coorùiiiate tlieir efforts. In 
dtiitiori WC explore tlic possibili ty of bot h self learning and rote learning to improve 




Iii tliis cliaptcr wc explore th(: irintlieniatical foiiridations required for tlic compu- 
tation of optical cotistraints used in tlic planning of camera vicwpoints. These 
çoristraints i i icliitlc visibility. fociis. rcsoltition and dcpt h of field computations. 
The rliepter dsi> (liscusses sonic fundamental theorics on multi-agcnt cooperation 
aiid coordination and presents a general franicwork for distributed constraint sat- 
isfaction dgorithms that form the basis of the work presented in the rest of the 
t hesis. 
3.2 Viewpoint Parameters 
In general. vision tasks require that the qu.&ty of the image obtained is sufficient 
for the twk at hand. This is u s u d y  achitived through some image enhancement 
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prociiss by wliirli t, lit: fcat iirt:s reqiiird are enhanced arid iilt iniately extractcd. The 
qunlity of the image ubtnirietl depeiids not only on tlic opticd properties of thc 
iiringing systoiii but d so  on tlie vicwpoint froni which the image is obtained. Sirice 
image ncqiiisitioii is n conipii t ation<dy less expensivc process t han image enhance- 
iiiciit. it woiild Li: iiiure advnntagcoiis to devotc sonir: cotiiput atioiid cffort to the 
<letermination of tlit: appropriate vitiwpoiiit pwarrieters. This could result in less 
(rffort rcqiiircd for t lit: iriiagc c.iiliariccmerit process. 
The set of vicwpuint parairieters typically contains the position and orientation. 
in tcrriis of pan ancl tilt nnglcs. of a ranicrir for a given vision task. Howcver. the 
si:t cari i d s o  coiitaiii the opticai paruneters associatcd witli the cliosen viewpoint 
;iiid mriitrrn si:tiip. Siidi o p t i d  paranieters incliide t hc focils ,uid aperture settixig 
as wt!U as the tltiptii uf field, tliti ficltl of view mit1 tlie fcclture resolution constraints 
of tlir canierrr systcrii. 111 tliis section we present the mctliud of coinputetion for 
tlie varioiis opticd parnnictt:rs. 
3.2.1 Depth of Field 
The focal Iength of a lens determiues the point at which the image of an object is 
in perfect fociis. However. a camera is also capable of acquiring clear pictures of 
objects at  varying distances. providing that these objects are within the depth of 
field of the cariera leiis system. This range of distances is a result of the finite area 
of the photo-receptors of the image plane. Each photweceptor will accept a point 
of light of aree lcss than or equal to that of the photo-receptor. If a point object 
is locatted at a distance such that the size of the resdting point image is less than 
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Figiirtr 3.1: Dcptli of Focus 
or t:q~id in srca to  that of ;i siriglc photo-rtxxiptor. tlim tlie objcct wdl  be in fociis 
[35]. 
Refrrring to figure 3.1. coiisiilrr n point O in front of a camera lens A wliich 
produces ;m iriiage 1 con thc imngti p1.m~ of tlie camera. The front and back nodal 
points of tfic lens x r :  sliown as FNP mil BNP respectivcly in the figiuc. These are 
tlic points throiigh whicli the priricipal axis of the lens passes. The image plane 
eonsists of an ~ w a y  of scnsor elenieiits or pixels arranged in N rows and M columns. 
The points XY represent the diameter of a circle aroiind I within which all point 
images are less than or equd to the sixe of the individual photereceptors and are 
thercfore in fociis. Tliis is c d e d  the circle of l e u t  confusion [35, 221 or blur circle. 
An observer wili see points witlUn the circle as reasonably sharp points. Point 
objects whosc point iniagtis f c d  outsi& the circle will be blurred. Now rays from 
the lem aperture meet at  the  points Ii beyond I and dso at I2 in front of I .  The 
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point ininges Il and I2 rorri:spi)nd to the p i r i t  objccts O1 and O? oii either sidc of 
O as show~i. Htinrc tlio iiiiag(is of O1 and O? arc in acceptable focus 0x1 th:  iniage 
plane siiicc tlioy a r t :  oii the ulgc of thc circlc of least confilsion. Hcnce. tht: distancc 
0i02 is referred to as tlic (lcptli of fitiill nnil thc distaiicc I l I l  is kiiowti as tlic (lcptli 
of focus. 
If a point ol>j(x:t is plawd nt a (listaricc D from thc loiis centre aiid tlie focal 
length of the  lem is f .  t h i i  tlic (listaxicc c d  t h :  rcsiiltiiig iriiagc will Lic at  a (listaricc 
d froni the lens ceiitrt: whcrct d is rdattxl to the object distarice arid the focal lcngtli 
t ht: Gaussian L i~ i s  furiiiiiln of wliiatiori 3.1. 
TL<: near aiid f'ar bruits of the deptli of field Dl and LI2 c ~ r r t s p ~ i i d i ~ ~ g  to th<: 
positions of points 01 and Cl2 in figure 3.1 respe(*tiv(:ly. rail bc coniptitcd as sliown 
in equations 3.2 and 3.3. 
Where a is the size of the aperture arid c h  is the diameter of the bliir circle. 
f and D are as previously defined. From eqtintions 3.2 and 3.3 we note that if 
the blur circle is of constant size and the aperture is made smaIier. the depth of 
field inmeases. Siniilxly if the aperture is niadc larger. the dep t h of field dccreases. 
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Hmcc the liniits of the  cleptli of field can bc adjiisted by cliariging tlic apcrture of 
the lens systcrii. 
3.2.2 Resolution 
Fur n given vision task. it is important to kiiow t hc npproxiiiiatc s i x  of t hc siiiallt:st 
featiirc in the sciine that can be ilisccriied by the vision systcni. This is iisci.dy 
cxpresscd in tcrriis of pixel resolution. Tlint is to say. e giveii featiire on an object 
slio~ild appear as a niinixnuxu numbcr of pictiirc t:lciiients on a sensor. Given a 
clioicc of possible viewpoints. n rti(:otitigiirable vision systeiri c m  cliniiriatc thosc 
vicwpoints tliat do ~ i o t  c d o w  this çonstraint to bti irict. 
Tlie xiiethoil usal for t h  corripiitation of the rcsoliition of an objcct oii tlic 
iniagc plcane is baslscd on the procedure developd hy Tarabanis ct al [35]. This 
rricthocl is bascd on the lowcr boiind of thc number of pixels occiipicd by the txlgcs 
of the t'wget object. Cowaii 1221 lias &O presented a metliod fcr coniputing thc 
resoliition of an objcct. This metliod is based on tlic lower bound of tlie angle 
subtended by an edge from a point on a polygoiid surface. The mcthod iiseil in 
this thesis is that developed by Tarabanis et  d. 
Figiire 3.2 shows a line segment. AB of length 1 as imagcd by a caniera with 
perspective centre located at  O and whose image plane is at a distance d from 
the perspective centre dong a viewing axis OZ'. A perspective centre is a point 
throiigli wlùch d rays are assumed to  pass through. However. in reality. this is not 
usudly the case unless the  front and back nodal points of the  lens coincide. For 
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Figure 3.2: Camera Resolut ion 
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Figure 3.3: Geoiiict ric Cons t ruct s 
the sake of siniplicity. the diagram illiistratcs only one lcns centre but the ensuing 
iinalysis assumes that the front 'and back nodd points arc distinct. 
The vector f is the unit vector dong the vicwiiig axis  of the camera and E is the 
unit vwtor dong the line segment AB. .d'Bi is the image of the line segment AB 
formed on the image plane. The lengtli of the image is specifi~i by W .  Hence. the 
objective here is to (lerive the relationship bctwccn the length 1 of the line segment 
AB and the lengtli IV of the image segment A'B'. Using this relationship, we can 
determine thosc viewpoints from which A'B' will  occupy a minimum number of 
pixels w on the  image plane. 
The geornetric constructs used to derive such a relationship are shown in figure 
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3.3. -4' is tlic point of interscction between opticd ' a i s  02' and the plane ll, that  
passes tlirough tlic point A and is perpcndiciilnr t o  the  optical axis. Tlic plane lIb 
p;tsstls tliruiigli point B and is pcrpendicu1.u to the  optical a x i s .  Pib iiitersects the 
opticd a i s  irt the point B.. Point E is the point of intersection betweeri OB and 
tliti plmit! il,. The plniies il, and ITb are essentially parcdel projections of the image 
plniicb sucfi thnt the projections interscct point A antl point B respectively. Hence 
tlic triai&? f o r r d  by O A E  is similar to that formcd by the points OB'A'. If we 
wcre to .&gn both triangles with the optical axis. then from similarity we obtain 
t lit! tyiiat ion 3.1. 
Let 1 bc tlic point of intersection OF a linc drawn froni O to  the line containing 
AB siicli ttiat the angle Of and  AB is a right angle. Also. let IIo be the plane of 
0. A aiid B. We caii tlicn project the optical axis througii tlic augle # to form the 
projection line OZ" on the plme Pio. The point B" is tlicrefore the projection of 
point B ont0 the line OZ". It cnii be shown thet  the  triangle formed by the points 
OIB" is sirrdar to  the triangle formed by the points ABE. Hence. we cm derive 
the following equations based on similarity. 
Since AB = 1. equation 3.5 can be written as: 
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Also. froni figure 3.3 we see thet: 
(0B.t (OB")  = -
cos 45 
Usii~g th:  riisiilts of eqitntions 3.6 and 3.7 to substitute for (OB") and ( A  E )  
in equatiori 3.6 we obtain: 
WC t x i  substitut(: fur (01). cos 0. ( O X  ) aid (OB* ) as follows: 
(OB' )  = (6 - r;) 5 
2 1/2 {llë x (TG - 1.0)112 - [(ê x (ri - r;)) iq  ) 
C O S  6 = 
Ilë x (6 - Cl1 
From equations 3.9 - 3.12 we c m  express the resolution constraint as an inequal- 
ity in vector forrn. 
3.2.3 Field of View and Visibility 
111 or(lt.r to plan rriiiicra vicwyoints wlicrc tlie t u @  object c m  bc properly posi- 
tioned witliiri tliti iriiagc protiiice(i by thc ramera. wc iiiiist be able to ciisiire that 
tlic t,itrgrt o l>i i~ t  is witliiii t lic carnera's field of vitw. In addition. everi tlioiigh ai 
ubjcct itiay Lic witliin thc fiold of view of t,hc caniera. it rnay be occluded by other 
ohjcrts witlliri t l i ~  s<.i8r~tD. III tliis section. we adclress thc coniputation of huth thc 
ficlcl of vicw uf tlic r m i t x i  ;iii(l tlie visibility of 'an object that is within the field of 
vic~w. iVtr takt: tlic approach tliat for an object to be visible it niust be within the 
ticld of view of tlio vaniera and un-occluded by sny other objcct in the scenc. In 
addition. mi ohjt:rt Iiiny he p,uti,dy visible froni the point of vicw of the cenicra in 
two sitiintions. Tlic first situation is that the object lies partially within the ficld 
of view of tlic r-orricra and the second situation is that the objcct Les totaliy within 
tlie field of view of the ramera. but it is pxti.dy occludcd by sonie other objcct 
witliin the  sr.c:rit;. 
Figure 3.4 illiistrntes the field of view cone formed by a typical camera. The 
back and front nodal points of the lens are shown as BNP 'and FNP respectively. 
The angle a is tlie angular separation of the boundaries of the field of view. This 
depends o n  Imin. the minimum dimension of the image plane (widt h or height) and 
d. th(: distance of the image plane from the back nodal point of the lens. The angle 
CI is <:oriipttted as showri in eqiiation 3.14. 
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T l i ~  vector Z is the viewiiig x i s  uf th: cairicrn. bascd on tlic caitiera coordinntc 
systriii. For siliiplicity wci Iiirvo assiiiiic(l tliat the field of' vicw of a c~mierii is a 
right <.irciilnr çorie. Howtvcr. in r d . i t y  the field of view is rwirely symmetrical. It 
is iisiicdy a flattciied re~tnrigiil~u roiit*. Wt: ilse the  niitiiitiuiti aiigular dirtiensiori in 
o r h -  to ensiire tliat uiily tht: spnw actii.dy visihlc to tlir cnmern is coiisidered to 
bc wi t liin t lic fit:lil of vit~w of  t l i e r  cariiera iising t lic siriiplificd riglit circular cone. 
Frorii tlic figiirc WC note tliat objrrt A is oiitsidc th:  field of view of the carnera and 
ohject B is inside tlie ficld of vicw anil un-occliicled. Objcct B is ttierefore visible. 
Howrvttr. ohjevt C is not visil)lii sitirc. dtlioiigli it is within the field of view of the 
cniiicra. it is ocrliidd by ubjwt B. Also. object D is oiûy p.uti.dy inside the field 
of vicw çone anil ticrice it is orily p;irticdy visible. 
In order to facilitate th:  rcicognition of partial visibility. the visibility of an 
object is detcrmined by the niiioiint of its surface that is visible to the camera from 
a givrn vantage point. The sirrface of each object is tessellated by triangles and ail 
verticcs aiid edges form a vertex list and .an edge List respectively. Hence. we can 
iieterminc the niimber of vertices that are visible on an object as compared to the 
total number of vertices of the object. Figure 3.5 shows an object A, that lias been 
tesscllated into triangles. Froiii the  figure we can see that object A is totally within 
the field of view of tlic camerx. Howevcr. it is only partially visible since vertex a 
is occliided by object B. 
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Field OC View Conc 
Figure 3.4: Camera Field of View 
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C a m n  Vkwpoiot 
Figure 3.5: O bjcct Occlusion witliiii Caiiitira Field of Vicw 
If an object is occliided (eitlier totally or prirtiidly ) by mot hcr objcct i n  tlic 
scene. t hen sonie vrirticcs of the  facets of the occlu(led object wil l  not be visible froni 
the caniera viewpoint. Hence. any rays projected froni siicli vertices to th :  çanicra 
viewpoint wili interscct onc or more facets of the occluding object. By tcstitig for 
this intersection with otlier objccts iri the scene. wc can determine exactly tliosc 
verticcs that are oc(:liicled on the target object. 
Another aspect of the visibility problern is that of snrface orientation. Civen 
any triangdar facet of an object. we need to ensurc tliat although the vertices of 
the object are visible. the surface of the object is dso visible. Consider the object 
facets shown in figure 3.6. If we project rays from the vertices of facet A to tlic 
camera viewpoint. the rays are within the bounclaries of the field of view. However. 
due to the orientation of the facet. the surface of the facet is c~linear with the rays 
and hence not visible form the camcra viewpoint. Wcet B is oriented such that the 
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Projeclcd Rays 
Figure 3.6: Facet Orientation within the Cainera Field of View 
surface is more visible froni the same camcra viewpoint. In order to determine tlic 
orientation of the facet sidace. we utilizc the angle a between the normal to the 
pkuie of the fricet and the ray projections from the vertices of the facet. 
If the average angular separation is close to zero. t hen the facct is oriented such 
t hat the the surface is visible. However. if the average angular separation is closer to 
90 dcgecs. tlien the facet is coiisidered to be CO-linear and hence the surface is not 
visiblc. To facilitate this computation. we chose the tessellation of the surface of the  
objects such that the normal to the facets are always pointed in the direction away 
froni the surface of the object. If the average angular separation of the projected 
rays and the normal is greater than 90 degrees or negative, then the surface of the 
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Figiirr 3.1: Computation of Facet Orientation 
fncct is oriciitcd nway from the camera viewpoint and that facet is not considered 
visible. In practice. wc choose a thrcshold 8 siich that O 2 0 < 90. The average 
angular sepxation a is t hen cornpared to theta. Only facets whereby o 5 0 for ail 
prujccted rnys are considered to be non CO-linear and hence visible. 
Tlic values of u anci the normal to the facet are computed as follows. Consider 
4 -. 
a facet with vertices positioncd at coordinates P = (p.. py, p z ) ,  Q = (q*, %, qJ and 
l? = ( r z . r g .  r,) in 3D space relative to the world coordinate system as shown in 
figiire 3.7. The unit vector ë is the vector dong the ray projected from the point 
P to the viewing position of the camera V.  
We cornpiite the vectors ~3 and PR as follows: 
4 
Ttic norninl vector ii to tlic fncct is tlie cross prodiict of PQ n n d ~ k  
Heiiçe wti rari curnpiitc t l i e  angle a by finding the flot product as iii equation 
3.15. 
3.3 Multi-Agent Systems 
In this section we examine the fundamental theories <and issues concerning multi- 
agent systcms t hat provide the b a i s  for tlie research presented in this thesis. The 
application of mdti-agent teclinology to ~my problem domain is accompanied by 
its own unique set of requirements. Among these requirements are methods for 
coordinating the group of agents including but not limited to aegotiation. con- 
flic t resoIut ion and resource allocation schemes. In addition. effective and efficient 
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i-i>riirriiiiiiciitiun aiiiorigst the agents is an important ingreclient for facilitating tlie 
t-wrdiiint iuii of t lic gorip. Heiice t lie protocols 'and pragiiia eniployd are dso 
iiiiportoiit t t ~  t lit: siicctiss of tlie systerii i r i  solving the problem at hand. 
XIiliiy r c s t ~ ~ c I i ( ~ r s  invc cxplorcd tiic problciii of niulti-agent coordination in vari- 
tpty of yrobltmi duniniris. As a res~ilt. sevcrd vtiry rclcvant aiid piii~i~ihlc iiefiriitions 
for cooriliii;~tiori liavc been est ablislied. For cxaniple. Glienniwa and K m e l  1121 
have argiicxl tliat (:ooriliriation is a solution to the problem of interdependency. The 
aiitliors cicfinc iiitcrdcpcndencies as goal-relevant iiiterrelationships between actions 
t akrii by vnrioiis agiiiits. Diirfec and Moiitgoiiicry [361 have definecl coordinat ion as 
t lit: clist ribiit(vi s~w<.1i t liroiigh a space of possibly iiitcracting beliaviours of indi- 
vi<lttnl agmts  aiirl groups of agents to fiiid a collective behaviour that satisfactorily 
acliicvt-s thci agciits' riiost importaiit go&. 
Tlii:sr (iofiiii t iims point to t lie importance of dealing wit h the interdependencies 
that rnny uisc anii~ligst the agents during the course of tlicir actions. This can 
give risc to çonfict situations amongst the agents. Confiicts arise when the agents 
clioost iiicoriipatible actions. either because they base their decisions on d8erent 
or inçoiii plete inforniation. or because t hey are trying to achieve different . possibly 
conflicting goals. Hcnce the notion of conflict resolution is important and funda- 
mental to acliieving a coordinated system. To resolve confiicts, systems of agents 
iiirist iriteract. excliange information and possibly modify not only their actions 
but also their goals. These interactions are usually part of an overd negotiation 
y rocrss [37]. 
R.csmrrlicrs liavve attempted to acidress the notion of coordination from two 
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niain pcrsptx-t ivcs: oxpcri~iiriit ai iiit:t liods erid forriid riict liods. In tlic cxperinicritd 
hascxl approncli. th(: wnwpt  of c:o(iriliiiatioii lias betin exainiiietl witliin a particiilar 
application iloixtiri for wliicli a part icti1a.r test bec1 hss bwii tlcvcloped. Iri the 
fornld rxlr!tho(l. a iiiorti thcoretiml approacli defiriet1 by ~iiatlicniaticnl models of such 
coiicq) ts as ht*livfs. iiittmtioiis etc. liiivc t m n  (leveloped. Siiicc t l i s  rcscarch centres 
uound t ht: cxpt ~riiiit!iitd epproarh to coorrliiiat ion. t liis approaçli is rcviewcd below . 
Howcvcr. t l i t w  ;ut! stiwral pu bliçations t liat desçrihc a riiorc fornid approacii to 
coordinatioii inrlii~liiig tlic work celrried out hy Hdperii and Moses [38] and Cohen 
niid Lcvesqiic 
Witliin tlio coiitoxt (if cxpcritiiciitd riietlio(ls. tlicrc exist pxndignis that fur- 
t her c:ett:gorixi* t l i e  qxiriiiiciit d appro;rclies basal on a priori assunip t ioiis. For 
cxirni pie. t iic Fiiiic t ioncdy Ac(:iir;it(:. Cooperat ive paradigni (FAJC) is basecl on t iic 
assrirup tioiis t iiat t lie ngt:rits Iiavt: i:oiiiriion çomrnuniçation protocois. languages and 
reprcsciitstioris of t lit! t~rivironnieiit . In aclrlition the agents can asscss the  global 
effect of tlieir collcctivc bciiavior. The F~inct ion~dy Accurate refers to t hc ability 
of the agent to proil~ict: nc*i*optnble plans even wit ti iiicoiisistent or inconiylete data. 
Tlie Cooperative rcfers to the agn t s '  ability to iiiteract with each otlier to revise 
and extentl tlicir tcntativc plcuis [12] 
Researcli L;ü.c(l on the FA/C paradigm includes the use of organizationd models 
where the designer can specify the role of each agent. with whom it can interact 
with and the euthority of tlic agent. A s  a resuit. tlie flow of information amongst 
the agents and tlieir activities are controlled to a large extent by the organizationd 
inodel of the systeni. Since cach agcnt has defined roles. problems can easily be 
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lems known as constraint satisfaction prot>l<iriis(CSP). Yokoo and Ishida (441 clefiiie a 
constraint satisfaction problctii as oiic that itivolv<is finding a goal coiifigiiration thnt 
satisfies cd c~nstrNiits dcfi~icd fcjr t lit: probh:111. rat l i t x  than f i n h g  a pat h to the 
goal configuration. More forr~i~dy.  wc cnii dcfirie a CSP as 7n variables z 1. r z .  ... x.,. 
that obtaiii tlwir d u e s  froiii dui~iaitis Di. D2. ... D,, respectively and a s ~ t  of con- 
straints on tlicir vdues. A mnstra.int is ~Icfinccl as a preclicate wliosc parairicitcrs 
are tlic possible vdues of one or more of the variables. Heiiçe. tlic coristraint PL is 
defined as fk(rkl. x k z .  ... z k j )  defined on th :  C:utcsiaii product Dki XDk2X ... X D k j -  
In t his class of prolltirris. the effective roordinntioti of t lic systcni cnn (Icpend on 
tlie efficient allocation of available resoiirces or the feasible assignriiciit of vdiics to 
a set of variables. wtierc each variable. or n siibset thereof. is tlie rcsporisibility of 
a giveii agent in tlic groiip. For exiiiiiplc. froiii a stiiisor plaiining perspcçtive. caçh 
agent is responsible for the assignnient of tlic position niid orientation of a canitxa 
under its control. 
One approach to the problem of constraint satisfaction çentrcs nround the lise of 
asynchronous backtracking aigorit hms (43). These algorit hnis cillow agents to riin 
concurrently and asynchronously wlule providing a coherent framework for their 
execiition and problern solving. The algorithni presented by Yokoo et d. assumes 
that each agent involved in the CSP has been assigned a priority. This could be 
based on simple alphabetic ordering of the agents or a more involvcd ordering pro- 
cess depending on the nature of the problern. Each agent then chooses a tentative 
value assignment to the variable or variables under its control and conimunicates 
its tentative vdue assignment to neighbouriiig agents. A neighbouring agent is 
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one with which there is direct comniunication with the sending agent. An agent 
cliaiigcs its ctirrent value assigiiriie~it if it is iiot consistent witli a Iiigher priority 
proccss. Tlic priority of the processes is coninioii knowle(lge ariioiigst the agents. If 
siich a change is not possible (for cxaniple no consistent vdues are possible) thcn 
tlic iowiir priority agent nirist geiicrate a "iiogoodU wliicii is conimiinicated to t.he 
liiglicr priority process. The ligher priority proccss woiild tlicri diange its vdiic. 
E x i i  agent iiiaiiitains the ciirrcnt vdiie nssignments of tlic othcr agents in the 
group and this fornis the local view of the state of the systeiii. The information 
i:oncer~iing tlic ciirrcnt usignnients is passeci dong I>y soriic (wtnmiinication pro- 
tocol bctween neiglilouring agents. It is possible for an agimt t« have an obsolcte 
nssignriierit for anotlier agent. In t h  case. if a lower priority ngciit gcricrates a 110- 
p v d .  the higher priority ngciit iiiust also generate a riogood b a e d  on the reqiiest 
of the lower priority agtirit to change its value. Hence. hefore changing its d u c ,  
the higher priority ngcrit niiist verify that the lowcr priority agent has gciicrated 
the  nogooti using the ciirrcn t assignmen t information. 
We note here that the priority of the asynclironous backtracking algorithni is 
predetermiiied. Since higher priority agents have prefercnce over the assignment of 
values initially. t hen a bad decision by a higher priority process coidd mean that the 
lower priority agents need to perform an exhaustive seCuch in order to  reverse the 
bad decision. As a result. some researchers have proposcd methods of reducing the 
chances of the higher priority process making a bad initial decision. Such niethods 
include the min-conflict heuristic and asynchronous weak-cornmitment search [Ml. 
The former methocl is a value ordering heuristic. In ot her words. wfien a value 
is to bc selectcd for a variable, tlic vduc that lias the rriininiiini nuniber of conflicts 
with tlic other variables is selected. The latter nietliod dynamically orders the 
priority of the ngciits so that a bad decision (*an be revise~l without exhaustive 
scarcli. Eacli agent is given aii initial priority of zero. The agent with tlie larger 
priority vdiie wiii have tlic higlier priority. If dl agents have the sanie priority. they 
caii rt:vcrt to t lie priority hased on alphabet icd ordering. During probletu solving, 
if an ngcxit ui with a priority k caxinot find a value consistent with its local view of 
the ststc of the system. then that agent woiild send -nogood" messages to the other 
ngciits nnrl iticrcnieiit its priority value. Also. the agents try to  avoid previously 
rncoiiiitered nuogoociu situatioiis. Eventu.dy. anot hcr agciit wit ti previously higher 
priority will have to chango its vuiablc assignnicnt in orrler to find an assignmcnt 
consistciit with that of agcnt 4. 
3.3.1 Decision Theoretic Agents 
Irrespective of the type of coordination mcthod employed, it is i ~ n p o r t ~ m t  for agents 
to tnake rationd decisions when deci&ng on s course of action. An agent may need 
to refer to past experience as well as present circumstances when deliberating. In 
this section wc examine some of the  resdts obtained fiom resenrch carried out 
in cornbining probability theory and utility theory to produce a decision theoretic 
agcnt. 
A (lecision theoretic agent has the capability of making decisions even when 
given iincertain information and conficting goals. Decision theory is essentially 
based on the maximîzation of an expectrd utility. This expected utility is a red 
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riiiruber wliidi describes the preference of an agent for a particular state. A given 
11 t ili ty fttnr tion r;ui t licrefore bc tisctl t o dctrrmine the bcheviour of e particiilar 
agm t . 
In a ii«rid(:trrniinistic environment. xi actioi~ A on state S can producc several 
possibhlr out coriitis. Let P ( m t  c m l e i ( A ) )  rcpresent tlie probability t hat action A 
prodiiccs oiitcoiiie i. wliiw i ranges over cd tlie possible outconies. Let U(S) be 
the iitility or &isirahility of state S. Let E represcnt the siiniuiary of the agent's 
kiiowledg of t hti ciirrriit state of its perceivable cnvironment. The  Expected Utility 
of the oiitroriic protlticcd by action A givcri cvidrnce E is given by: 
The principle of Manmitm E q e c t e d  Utility states that a rntional agent should 
choosc aii art ion t hat mcaximizes its expectecl utility [IO]. 
Froni the ahovo WC see thet it is necessary for the agent to have some notion 
of the utility of tlic ~ossible oiitcomes of its actions and the probability of these 
outcomes. This riiay be obtained fiom a pcrccpt history which can provide the 
statisticd inforniation necessary to compiitc or at  least estimatc the probabilities 
of the outcomes. The utility of the states can be obtained hom the utility fiinction 
which essentiidy dcfines the agent's behaviour. According to Russell and Norvig 
[IO]. if an agent's utility function accurately reflects the  performance measure by 
which the agents behavioiir is judged. t ben by rnaximizing its utility function. 
the  agent woiild ni.urimize its performance score when averaged over all possible 
environments in which the agent is acting. This idea is the central idea behind the 
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~ii~axiriiiirii txpt:ctc(l iitility principle. 
Siipposc for a givtw actioii A 0x1 stnte S. therc exists the possibility of two 
rvsiilting stntcs Si aii(l S? such tliat the stnte Si occiirs with probability p and 
statc S? owiirs witli probability 1 - p. WC caii utilize the foilowitig notation to 
txprcss t lit: agmt s prcfcrt:i~cti for n par tictilar s t ate. 
Si + Sz Statc Si is preferrcd to stnte S2. 
SI - S2 Tlie agent is inclifferexit between Si and S?. 
As in fimiid logic wc may iniposc i:oristr;iiiits oti the prcfcrenccs. For examplc. 
tlic wi is t r in t  of transitivity spcdics tlint if S1 t S2 and S2 r S3 thcn SI > S3. 
In i d c r  for ;in agent to bc rntiond. the preferences of the agciit must satisfy this 
(-otistraitit. Otlier constraints incliide order-ability. continiiity substitiitability and 
riionototiicity [IO]. 
Accordiiig to the utility principle. if an agent's preferences obey the above con- 
straints or tucioms of iitility. tlicn thcre exists a real valued function U that operates 
on statcs siicli thet U(Sl) 1 11(S2) if and only if state SI is preferred to state S2 
and U(S1 ) = Lr(S2) if and only if the agent is indifferent to states Si and S2. 
In tlie situation where there are multiple factors that may affect the utility of a 
givcri stnttr. the utility of an outconie for each factor may be combined to prodiice 
tlie overrd iitility for a particular state. For example. let XI, ... x, represent the 






Tlic goal of tliis roscardi is th,> rlvsign n systerii tlint i:;ui iiuto~riatic~dy gcncratc the 
correct sensor con figiirat ion for a partiçiilar scnsing task. The design should be 
rxtendible to any niiinhcr  BI^ type of scnsors. Tlie systeni should dso  be able to 
acconimodate multiple coiiciirrt:nt fentiire inspection1. a problem iiot specifically 
ad(1ressed in the previoiis systeriis. Additiondy the systeni slioiild be coordinated 
and au tonomoiisly iiiiprove i t s  pcrforniance wi t h experience. 
The asstimptions made in t h  proposai are threefold and expressed as follows: 
1. The agents have access to CAD models of the cnvironment (in whole or in 
part ) which cont ain precise iiierisurcrncnt s m d  geometric informat ion about 
the environ~ncnt incliiding pose. 
lThe ~ystem can be used to inspect more than one feature at the sarne tirne. 
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2. The sensors are niobilc wit h prc-i1t:fiiiatle ranges of motion. For exariiplc. tlie 
serisors iuay be attnclicd to robot iuiiis as in tliti t:yc li;itlil cutifigiiration. or 
iiiay Iiave soiiie ot bc:r ~iic t liuil of iiioliili t y  iii t lie 3D spacc:. 
3. Eacli scnsor <:an be explicitly iiiodt!lt~l aiicli tliat :dl tilt: para~ric:tcrs uf ttie 
scnsor are known a priori. 
Having establislied the assuriiptions. wc  cnn iitilize t lie d lcc t ive  conipiitntiond 
ability of riiulti-agent systcnis to provide tlie riicians to auto~iiat ic~dy gencrate the 
correct sciisor corifigiiratioii in  R 1ui11ti-SPI~SO~ ~nviro~l t~wnt .  111 t l k  i h p t e r .  WC 
illustrate nn agent mode1 that c m  <:oortlinatc its activity witli otlicr ngf:iits anil 
iinprovc its pcrforniance witli exptlricncc wliile ac~:oriiplisliirig a spiicifid vision 
tnsk. We begi~i witli an cxariiinatiori uf tlic for111 m i 1  type of (lata aiid struct~ircs 
avdeblc to the agents and the (Inta colltx-tiuii niet hod i:triyloyed. 
4.2 The CAD Mode1 
We iitilize a C ADZ model of the environnient iindcr scrutiny to encode tlie spatial 
and geometric information reqiiired by the system [45]. The CAD model is t h m  
converted to a DXF format3 consisting of tlie trirrngiilation of all faces of a l l  objects 
within the scene. The DXF file lists these triaigles as Lists of vertices grouped 
by face since each face niay consist of one or niore triangles. Curved surfaces 
are approxirnated by triangulation as shown in figure 4.1. From this type of 
a Corn ter Aided Design 
=Drawing exchange Format 
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Figurc 1.1: CAD Reprcsentatioii of a Spliere 
reprcsentntion. wi: c m  extract both edge and vertcx information. Eacli t rinnglc 
vertex is represented as a positionai vector origineted at tlic origin of tlie world 
coorclinate system. Figure 4.2 shows a cube and t hc eorresponding triangulat ion 
of t he cube as represented in a DXF file. Each facc is represeiited by the vertcx List of 
the triangles that constitute the face. A samplc Listing of the DXF represetitation for 
e ion one face of the cube shown in figure 4.2 dong with the extracted facet inforni t ' 
can be found in Appendix A. 
W c  can calculate the length of .my edge of any triangle as follows: Let triangle 
-. A be represented by the vertices (ri. 6,c) such tliat r: = a,. av, a, rb = b.. b,. h, 
and < = c,. G. c,. In general, let k. $, k, be defined as the XYZ components of 
the vector r;. Suppose we wish to cornpute the leiigth of the edge segment raib. 
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Figure 4.2: A Cube Mode1 and its Trimgdation 
4 -. 
We first obtain a vector d = rb - r:. We then compitte the Iength of vector d as 
shown in cqiiation 4.1. 
Every non-zero vector Qcan also be normalized so that its length is egual to the 
unit vector &. The norrnalized vectors ailows us to  compute the angles between 
two vectors in 3D space as shown in the previous chapter. 
( L / I ~  
The cdge aiid vertcx information contaiiierl iti the DXF file is thlis siifficient for 
tliii coriipiitntion of any higher level inforniation required by the system. In the 
fullowing scctions WC exCunine the knowledge structures that are used to store this 
information <anci thc agent niodel that makcs use of the stored idormation. 
4.3 Camera Viewpoints 
Tlic systcrii is bascd on the generate ;rnd test paradigm previously described in 
diapter ?. Huwevcr. we do not utilize n geodesic dome or view sphere as tlescribed 
in tlic littiraturc. Stich a structure limits the camera positions to the surface of 
the dome and hence possibly more advantageous viewpoints in 3D space would be 
omit ted froni consideration. In order to gencrate a finite list of possible viewpoints. 
we utilize t lie boliiidary of the range of motion of the camera in the world coordinate 
systcm. Givcn a camcra niounted in the traditional hand eye configuration [7]. the 
camera has a range of motion dong the tliree principle axes of the world coordinate 
systerri. 
We can botind t his range of motion by a polyhedron as shown in figure 4.3. Here 
we sce a camera attached to the end of a robot manipulator and the corresponding 
bounding polyhcdron. The polyhedron can then be subdivided into equally sized 
smailer polytiedrons or voxels. The centre of each voxel is a candidate viewpoint. 
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Figiire 1.3 sliuws tlic sub(livisioii of only a portion of tlie bounding polyhedron thnt 
is closes t to t t i t i  ob jcrt heirig observecl. The size of t lie subdividing voxels dcteriiuiie 
the  nurxibrr of viewpoiiits tlint are gciieratcd. Hence. for cornse subdivision wc (:an 
clioose n larger voxi4 size. whilt: for finer subdivision we c.m choose a smaller voxel 
sizr. Thti grmiilarity of the subdivision choscii depeii(ls on the field of vicws of the 
(-;\IIierw. 
TIic nuniber of candidate viewpoints gerierated is based on the field of view of 
tlie çanicra iiivolvcd. Geiiercdy. for cameras with a large ficld of view, the number 
of cniididnte viewpoirits (.oiil(l be reducctl since smCd rnovements of the eamera will 
iiot iit:çess;uily reslilt iii a sigiiificant change in the scene. Cameras with smallcr 
fi(:l(ls of vicw woiilil rtqtiirc ndclitioiid candidate viewpoints since a srnid change 
i r i  tlic yusitiuil of tlic i.aiiit.ra çuiild rcsult in soiiie objects riioviiig in or out of the 
field of view. 
4.4 Data Generation 
Once the cnrnera viewpoints hnvc been generated. we obtain information regarchg 
the dcpth of fociis and visibility for each vertex in the target object. The depth 
of focus and visibility information is computed as described in sections 3.2.1 and 
3.2.3 respectively. In addition. the resolution of the image on the image plane for 
each of linc segments that constitute the target object is computed as described 
in section 3.9.2. The assurnption is made that the optical characteristics of each 
camera is known a-priori. This information constitutes the sensor or camera mode1 
for the agent and is described in detail in section 4.5.1. 
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Figiiro 4.3: Doiinding Polyhedron with Partid Voxeliz a t 1011 ' 
Using t h  stxisor niodel. the rigciit can extract the  gmmetric information re- 
quiriid frorn tiic CAD niodcl or dternetively. this information caii  also be provided 
off-line by an cxternd pre-process. The resulting geomctric information is s tored 
in a ilatnbase tliat is accessible by the agent coiitroüing the camera. The data is in 
the forni of an n-tiiple where n is the number of features that are extracted from 
the DXF file. For o u  piuposes we have cliosen the following feature set. 
1. Viewpoint: Contains the X Y Z  coordinates of the camera viewpoint with 
respect to world coordinates. 
2. View Orientation: Contins the XYZ coordinates of the direction of the 
vicwing vcctor rclatrd to the camera viewpoint with respect to the world 
coordinate system. 
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-1. F w t * t  L'i.s~brlity: Tlic nuniber uf rays projtrctt:(l Frorri tlie facet vcrtict:~ to ttic 
rnrrirra vitbwpoiitt tliat are not O(-i-lii(1tvl l)y ariy ottier objrct i r i  the st-ciit-. 
5 .  FOE Tlit: iiiiixihi*r of vt!rtiçes of the tiug<:t f w v t  tliat are witliiii tlic firld of 
vicw of thii carricra. 
6. Resolirtioii: The nuniber of edge segnicnts of a given tcwget facet that incet 
t hi: rtwlu t . i o ~ ~  c-o~istraint. 
7. DUE Tht: ritirilber of vortices of the  factit tliat are witliin the dcptli of foi:iis 
S .  Facet Orz'rntrttim: Wliether or not the facet is oriunted siicli thnt its siirfncc 
is visiblc! or no t .  
4.5 The Agent Mode1 
We present in this section a description of the agent model and the algorithms 
utilized for the coordination and adaptation of the agent with respect to the sensor 
planning probleni. In order to facilitate the scalability ruid re-usability of the  systcm 
in terms of thc nii~iiber of cameras involved in the  planning process, we adopt an 
agent model that is generic enough for easy replication. However, the model may 
be tailoreri to suit the needs of specialized sensors or a specific sensor planning 
problem. hi this system. each agent controls a single camera. 
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TO OTHER AGENTS 
Coniniiinic i1 ts ion 
Mcchanism 
Conflict 




Figure 4.4: Basic Model of the Proposed Agent 
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Figlirt: -1.4 sliuws tlic: iriniii riiwliilcs of tlic ngtkiit. A tlesrripti<m of twli  riiwliile 
f0Uows. 
4.5.1 The Sensor Mode1 
T l ~ c  stlnsc,r 1110~1el d~scribes thc enp;hilitii~s anil i-liarncteristi(-s of tlio sriisor. For 
i:xaniple. in tlic case of n canicra. tlic sensor iiio(lt4 woiilcl cuiitaiii siirh information 
as tlii. aperture of the lrns, t h e  focal lengtli anil the range of iiiobility of tlie Cam- 
era and any other information relevant or iiniqiie to t h e  use of tlic scnsor by the 
t*ontroUiiig ;rgriit. The information ciirrviitly ii tilizcd incliide t lie fullowirig. 
I .  Rlrnge O/ Motion (Jz. &J. 8;): This rt-fers tu the boiinds oii the riiotion of the 
ranirra rrlative to the coorcIinatci world XYZ. This information is uscd 
to rrcate t hc bounded polyhedroii t hat is iliscretized to produci: t tic candidate 
vicwpoiiits as described in section 4.3. 
2. Lens Aperture Setting (a): This refers to  tlie (iicurieter of the eiitrancc pupil 
of tlic lem system. 
3. Focal Lerigth ( f )  : The focal length of the  lens. 
4. B a d  Nodal Point to Image Plane Distance (d): The distance bctween the 
hack nodal point of the lens and the  image plane. 
5. Minimum Dimension of the Image Plane (Imin): This niay be lesser of the 
width or height of the image plane. 
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6 .  The Mirctrnurn Dimension of the Blur Circle on the Image Plane (Q): Used 
as describcd in section 3.2.1 for the cornpiitation of depth of field of the lens 
systeni. 
4.5.2 Action Mechanism 
An action is clefiiied lierein as a clinilge made to the parameters that specify the 
configuratioii of a serisor. The action niechnnism is an interface to the machinery 
that irnpleriients sucli clinnges on the actud scnsor. This provides a uniforni inter- 
face to the ciwision nio(1idc anci abstrncts it from tlie intricacies of the actual sensor 
nieclianics. For example. iii ortlcr to niove the camera to a specified position. the 
ilecision niodiile woiild siniply givc the coordinates to the action mechanism. It is 
up to tliis rriechmisni to provide the necessary commands to get the camera there. 
The actiori niechanisru niay be as conipiex or as simple as the situation w m m t s .  
Tlie level of coriiplexity depends on the type and capabilities of the actuator. In 
tliis tliesis. tlie assuniption is made that the cameras are mounted on robot ma- 
nipidators in n hnnd eye configuration in order to achieve the necessary mobility 
in 3D space. Although we do not address the notion of path planning in order to 
position the camera at the desired coordinates. designing the action mechanism as 
an independent subsystem provides the level of abstraction necessary for additional 
computation to accomplish the required path planning. 
It is also possible for the cameras to be limited in some component of the overd  
range of motion. For example. if the cameras are attached ta mobile robot that is 
capable of movement dong a surface such as a floor or table top, then the movement 
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of the associ;ttt.rl caniera is li~riitcrl to two dimensions. The action mechanism in 
tliis case serves as the interface bctwtirii the  cotitrolliiig agents and the actuators 
of the ruobile robot. 
The above description assumes that the camera is being positioned by some 
aiitoniaterl rricans. In the case thnt n hiiiiinri operntor is positioning the caniera. 
then the (lecision iriodule would providc tlic human operator witli tht? appropriate 
trimera coorciinates. 
4.5.3 The  Knowledge Base 
The knowlcdgc base contitis the CAD information about the scene tliat the agent 
iitilizes iii order to decide on the appropriatc actions. The main purpose is to pro- 
vide the (lecision module witli the tiecessary niensurements that would facilitate the 
computation of the appropriatc iitility values for a given viewpoint. The knowledge 
base is initiidy supplied to thc agent. Howcvcr. the agent wiil only need to be aware 
of the portion of the environment that it c m  affect. Hence partial knowledge of the 
environmcnt is admissible and cicsirai in orrler to iiecrease the storage requirements 
of each of the agents. 
The actual information describing the scene may be of two types. The first type 
is the actual CAD information consisting of a DXF file with the vertex lists of the 
objects in the scene as desnibed in section 1.4. The targets in the scene are clearly 
labeled beforehand so the agent hns complete information regarding the targets. 
Using this information. the agents can extract the necessary feature information 
sucli as the trirget vertices that are iri view and in focus and the corresponding edge 
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segments tliat are resolved from a given vantage point. Tliis information is obtained 
by utilizing the methods described in tlie previoiis chapter for computing field of 
view. resoltition. dept h of focus and visibility. Once t his information is obtained. 
it is stored in the knowledge base as a feature data file. This process is carriecl out 
prior to the start of tlie probleni solving phase for cach agent. 
Alternatively. t lie agents may be given the resiilting fcat urtl data file tlirectly 
ixistead of the CAD model. In this case the featiire data is produced by an off-line 
feature extraction process that provicles each agent with the data relevant to its 
range of motion. Thc agents would then use tliis data as tlicy woidd if it liad 
been prodiiced diiring its pre-processing feattirr: extraction stage. By restricting 
the feature data usecl by the agent to the targets ancl objects wittun its region of 
influence. an agent need only have partial knowledge of the sccne provided that 
this knowledge is sufficient to cnable the agerit to make rational decisions. This 
becomes important for very large scenes wliere one or more regions of the scene 
may be inaccessible by the field of view cone of the camera due to the large size 
of the objects involved. In this dissertation. tiie regiori of influence of an agent's 
sensor is obtained by inclriding all objects in the scene that are that are within 
the bounding polyhedron containing all the field of view cones from the candidate 
viewpoints that constitute the range of motion of the camera. This is possible since 
we set the orientation of the camera towards the centroid of the target in the scene. 
For more than one target, the region of influence becomes the union of the resulting 
bounding polyhedra. 
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Figure 4.5: Simple Scene using 2 Cameras 
Figure 4.6: Scene hom Viewpoint 1 
















Figure 4.7: Scene from Viewpoint 2 













Table 4.1: Data for Viewpoint 1 





















































Table 4.2: Data for Viewpoint 2 
As an cxample of the fcntiue extraction proccss. considcr the sccne shown in 
figure 4.5. Two carneras are oriented towards the centroid of the cube. From 
the viewpoints cliosen. some vertices are occluded or outside the field of view of 
each camera as shown in the corresponding carnera views of figures 4.6 and 4.7 
corresponding to viewpoints 1 and 2 respectively. Specificaily we note that in view 
1, vertices C ancl D are outside the field of view of the camera and vertices G and 
H are occluded by face A BEF of the cube. Similady, in view 2, the vertices A and 
B are outside the field of view of the camera and the vertices E and F are occluded 
by the face DCHG. 
The corresponding fcature data is shown in table 4.1 and table 4.2. The 
attributes of visibility(VIS), Depth of Focus (DOF), Resolution (RES) and Facet 
Orientation (FOR) are computed for each triangular facet of the cube. The numbers 
represent the total number of vertices that meet the coustra.int for a given facet 
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except iii the çasc of the resolutioii attribute whicli refers to the number of rdge 
segments. Visibility is considerecl to be a complex attribute since it depends on the 
following ritles: 
1. If a vertex is outside the field of view it is not visible. 
2. If a vertex is inside the field of view but occluded by the sanie object or 
anotlier object in tlic sceiic tlien it is not visible. 
3. If a vertex A is co-linear witti =another vertex B of the same or different 
triangiilar facct in the sccrie such that a ray projected from vertex A to the 
minera vicwpoint V passes tliroiigh vertex B prior to reaching V t hen vertex 
A is not visible. 
This information essentinlly describes the view obtained by the camera from a 
geonietric perspective. Hence from table 4.1. we see that the facets CDH and HGC 
are not visible from viewpoint 1 but they do satisfy the constraints of depth of focus 
and resolution. Since these facets constitute the face DCHG, then face DCHG is 
not visible from the givcn viewpoint. Intuitively, visibility is the most important 
nt tribute since even if a vertex is visible and out of focus, the camera lens system 
can be ch'anged to bring the vertex into focus if necessary. However, in t his system, 
the agents would prefer a viewpoint that satisfies ail of the constraints and this is 
based on the assumption that the camera optical properties are specified and set 
prior to runtime. 
The facet orientation field specifies whether or not a given facet is oriented such 
that the surface normal of the facet is within an uigular threshold of the v i e h g  
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tlircction of the carliera. The data indicates that the surface of facets AEG, GCA, 
BDH and HFB are not oriented witliiti tliis tliresliold. Hence as far as the systern 
is coiiccrncd. tliese surfaces are not visible even though the other constraints have 
been met. 
4.5.4 The Communication Mechanism 
Tlic corniniinication meclianisni essentiCaDy d o w s  the agent to communicate with 
othcr agcrits vin a prenrranged protocol or suite of messages. The type of mes- 
sage sent mir1 tlir iiiforitiatiori coiitainetl tlv:rein is ultimately decided upon by the 
(lecision rnodiilc. The agents iitilizo a protocol b x e d  on the Knowledge Query 
Manipiilatioii Lnrigiiage ( KQML ) specificat ion [4G]. This specificat ion provitles rr 
concise and casily iniplementeci protocol for inter-agent cornmunication. AU the 
information necessary for t lie correct interpretation of the  message is includcd iii 
the  niessage i t self. 
Tlie foriiiat of the protocol used in this thesis is as follows: 
Message ID This is a monotonicdy increasing number generated by the sending 
agent. This helps to deterniine the order in which the messages should be 
read by the receiving agent. 
Sender ID The identification of the sender. 
Receiver ID The identification of agent to whom the message is addressed. 
Message Type The message type determines response of the receiving agent to 
the received message. 
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Message Content The inforriiation bcing sent to the receiving agent. 
Tlic serider ID ami the riiessage ID together form a unique identifier for each 
nicssage received by an agent. Messages can be sent to a particular agent by 
incliiding the agent ID in the receiver ID field or by specifying the receiver ID as *. 
Tliere are three categorics of nicsseges that are communicated amongst the agents. 
The categories are queries. solici ted assertions and unsolicited assertions. 
Queries consist of the following riiessage types: 
RNR Random Nrinit)cr Rcqtivst. Using this message type. an agent can requcst a 
rmdoni niixiiber from anothcr agent. 
PING If agent a has riot reccivcd a comrniinicstion from 'uiother agent 6 within 
a specified timc period. agent a niay send a PING query to see if agent b is 
still active. Agent a will not send any fiirther communication to agent b until 
a response is obtained from agent b. A PING query solicits an immediate 
response by tbc agent. if no response is received, that agent is assumed to be 
inactive. If an active agent receives a PING rcquest From another agent, it 
responds with an ACK or positive acknowledgment described below. 
FP Final Position. This message type is used when an agent needs to solicit the 
agreement/disageement of its final choice of viewpoint from the group of 
agents. The agents may reply with an ACK or agreement with the choice 
of final position or a NAK which indicates disagreement with the choice of 
final position. If at least one agent replies with a NAK, the receiving agent is 
obliged to reconsider its choice of final position and continue the negotiation 
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process. If 'dl agents respond in agreement with the agent's final position 
t hen t lte receiving agent caii terminate flirt her negotiat ion with the group. 
The sensor controlled by the agent is then positioned s t  the viewpoint chosen 
by the agent. This is accomplished via t lie action niechanism. Alternately, 
the position çhosen can be comriiu~iiceted to a hiiman operntor via the action 
niechCmism. 
Solicited assertions are messages that arc in response to a given query such as 
tliose presented above. The solicitecl asscrt ions used in this protocol are: 
ACK A positive response/agreement to a PING or FP query. 
NAK A ~iegative rcsponse/tlisagrerme~it to an FP query: an agents desire to 
choose a particular viewing position. 
RND The response to a request for a randorii nuniber or RNR message type. 
Unsolici ted assert ions are broadcûst niessages t hat provide information about 
a specific agent to the rest of the group of agents as soon as that information 
becomes available. These types of messages are generated as a result of a change 
in the agent's state or decision. For example a change in state occurs if the agent 
terminates its negotiation and a change in decision occurs if the agent changes its 
camera viewpoint . 
The iinsolicited assertions used in this protocol are: 
FVL A message containing the coordinates of the camera position desired by the 
agent and the list of vertices of the target object t hat satisfy the  constraints of 
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visibili ty, field of view . <lep th of field. resolut ion and orientation. The rilessage 
dso  contains the utility nicasure of t his viewpoint which is a merisiire of t lie 
preferençe of the agent for the choscn viewpoint . 
ALU Adjiis ted Local U tility. This rricssagr type signifies the coniriiiinication of 
utility inforniation that has been adjustcd (lue to the receipt of previoiisly 
unknown inforxuation from the other agents in the group. 
TERM This message type signifies that the agent has rlecided to terminate fur- 
ther coniniunication with the groiip. Siich a niessage type is usiially genernted 
when the agent has decided that furthcr negotiation will not yield any sig- 
nificniit improvement to the current rcsiilt. As rnentioned prcviously. the 
agreement of the other agents miist precedo the  agents decision to terminate 
its negotiations. 
The design of the  communication systeni is based on two very iiiiportant as- 
sumptions. The first is that aU messages take a finite amount of time to reach 
the recipient. Hence no messages are lost. This assumption cm be jtistified for 
the purpose of our experiments since in a real world implementation. the proper 
transport protocols could be put in place to assure that messages are guaranteed 
to be delivered or retransmitted if necessary. The second assumption is that the 
time taken for a message to travel fiom sender to receivcr can vary from message 
to message. The latter assumption is based on the fact that the dissemination of 
messages is highly implementation dependent. For example. if dl the agents are 
executed on a single processor system. messages may not have equal delivery times 
due to the effects of time slicing. In our mode1 therefore. it is possible for agents 
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to riiake decisions based on outdated information. It is the responsibility of the 
cooriliiiation mechanisni to ensure that such decisions are recognized ,and rectified 
in an appropriate cuid efficient manner. 
4.6 The Decision Module 
The decision module is actu'dy a subsystem consisting a several components that 
intcract to allow the agent to arrive at a rational decision based on the current 
statc of the system and dso  pnst decisions. The configuration is illustrated in 
figure 4.8. It consists of a coordination algorithm that rn'zkes the decisions as to 
whirli vicwpoint the agent chooses. a mental mode1 that keeps track of the current 
stete of the system and an action history that records the actions of the agent. The 
çonflict resolution system interacts with decision module when a conflict aises in an 
effort to solicit a decision t hat would resolve the conflict . In t his problem domain. a 
conflict arises when two or more agents decide to occupy the same viewing position 
or alternatively. wken the distance separating two is below a user defined t hreshold. 
In bot h cases. t his situation would result in unacceptable overlap amongst the fields 
of views of the cameras. The confict resolution process is described in detail in 
subsequent sections. What follows is a description of each of the components of the 
decision module and their interactions and effect on the decision making process of 
the agent. 
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Figure 4.8: The Main Components of the Decision Module 
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4.6.1 The Mental Mode1 
Thc nientd niodcl scrvcs to provide a means of collecting information on tlie deci- 
sioirs of other agents within the  group. The data is cotlected during the negotiation 
proccss froni t lie ot her agents by means of the communication protocols previoiisly 
ciescribed. The irifrmriat iori stored in the mental mode1 consists of the ciirrent 
intentioxis of the agents with refcrence to their clioice of viewing position, their 
comniunicated contribution to the global utility and the identifiers of t hose facets 
of the target that nieet the task constraints from their choice of viewing position. 
[f an agent is no longer cotiiriiuriicatirig with the rcst of the  group, this is dso  iridi- 
çated i r i  the niexitd nioilel of th<: rest of the agents in the group. In addition. tlie 
mental niodel of nny givcn agent inclicates those agents with wluch its c~irrent 
clioice of viewing position is in conflict. This is referred to as the c u r e n t  conflict 
list. 
4.6.2 The Action History 
The action history database maintains a record of al1 the actions or choices of the 
agent and the corresponding reward or utility of the action. The database also 
contains a number representing the number of agents that were in conflict with 
that choice of action. This information d o w s  the agent to generate an informed 
hypothesis concerning the possibility of a conflict occurring when a decision is made 
that is very sirnilar or identical to a previous decision in its action history. Previ- 
ous decisions t hat ult imately produced low utility values or confiict situations will 
have a lesser chance of being repeated during further negotiations. This assists 
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in preveiiting oscillating behavioiir wliere an agent niay continuously oscillate be- 
twceii decisioiis that were initidy expectetl to yield a high utility but wliich were 
subsequeritly pruven to be in fact bad rlecisions. 
4.6.3 The Coordination Algorit hm 
The core of the decision nio<Iule is the coordination algoritlim or CA. This mod- 
ule is responsiblc for gcnerating the actions and the communication to the other 
agents. It is dso rcsponsible for invoking the conflict resolution mechanism when 
nrwssary ancl iriaintaiiiing cd the associatecl histories and databases within the 
decisioii iiiodule. The coordination algoritlim is also responsible for recognizing 
when an npccment has been rcachcd amongst the agents. Figure 1.9 illustrates the 
dgorithm in flowchart furni. 
In ordcr to choose one action over mot  lier. the coordination algorithm relies on 
t Lie notion of a utility function as defined in section 3.3.1. Based on this definition. 
w e  present here a description of utility that is specific to this system. The algoritlim 
utilizes two type of utility measures. namciy the local utility and the global utility. 
These are described as follows. 
The locd utility of an agent's action pl is defined as the reward computed by 
the agent based on the degree to which the particular choice of viewing position 
meets the constraints of the sensing task and avoids potential conflict. 
The global utility refers to the degree to which the cornbined actions of the 
agents rneets the requirements of the sensing task. An agent is initiaily aware only 
of its local titility. However. as the negotiation process proceeds. the agent ob- 
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t;Uns inforination froni the other agents conceriiing tlieir respective desires in tcrms 
of viewing positions. Using t his i~iforniation. t hc agents cari begin to formidate 
Iiypot heses about the global utility of t heir coiiibined actions. 
Let pf represent the local utility as coniputed by agent i. The local utility is 
baseci on thc nimber of vertices t hat mcet the task reqciirenients of visibility. field 
of view. deptli of fociis. siidrice orientation as weU as the nuriiber of edge segments 
of the t nrget facets t hnt nieet t lie resolutioii requirenient . We ccm express the local 
utilily as in eqiiation 4.3. 
vf V h m  vdo  f Etc., Fm 
p; = Dl- + &- + h- + ~ ~ 4 -  + 05- 
Vtolul Kotul Violal EloL ul Ft otal 
Wliere. Vf, is the numbcr of verticcs of thc targct object that are not occluded 
by any other object in thc scene or any part of the t q e t  object. VI, is the number 
of vcrtices of the tnrget object tliat NC within tlic field of view of the camera. Vbf 
refers to the number of vertices of the target object that are within the depth of 
focus of the camera. E,,. refers to the number of edges of the target object that 
are within the liniits of resoliition of the camera. The denominators Vbtd and 
refer to the t o t d  nurnber of vertices and edges respectively of the facets that 
constitute the target object. Fm refers to the number of facets that have a surface 
normal within a given angiilar range of the viewing direction of the camera. Ftotd 
refers to the total number of facets. 
The weights DI. . . . . ,d5 indicate the relative importance of the individual con- 
straints to the computation of the local utility. This provides a mechanism for 
specifying the behaviour of the agent. By increasing or decreasing the respective 
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weights. the  designer cen specify the Ievcl of iinportniicc of niiy of the task con- 
straints prior to the onset of negotiations. Hciice. an agent witli a rclatively high 
weight associated wit h visibility woidd tend niore to viewiitg positions tliat provided 
visibility for the target vertices. while at the same time. ignoring the fact that the 
same vertices may not be in focus or the edge segments n n y  not be resolved. The 
local iitility thcrefore provides a meaiire as to how weil the cliuscii vicwing position 
satisfies the constrriints of the task. 
Similady, we define the global utility as the weiglited suni of the individual local 
utilities of a set of agerits .4 = { a l .  a?.  . . . . a , }  as illustratcd by cqlintion 4.4. 
The weight of each local utility wi specifies the importance of tliat agent in 
contribiiting to the global utility. The contribution of an agent to the global utility 
is referred to as the agent's confidence. Thcrefore. the weight tui directly affects 
an agent's coiifidence. Hence. during negotiations. agents wit h higher respect ive 
weights associated with their locd iitilities woiild tend to keep tlieir decisions in a 
confikt situation and d o w  the less confident agents to change their desires more 
readil y. 
Once a sensing task has been broadcast to the agents. the decision module selects 
a List of possible actions that satisfy its constraints locdy.  For example. the agent 
would choose viewing positions that satisfy the visibility. field of view. resolution, 
dept h of focus and surface orientation cmstraints as previously described. Out 
of this List of possible actions the coordination algorithm t hen chooses the -best- 
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action bnsed on the maximization of a local iitility. Any prior information such as 
the probability of causing a conflict c m  be utilized in calcidating the local utility. 
However. in the initiai stages. this information woidd not be available. Hence the 
seKsh niaxiniization of the local utility is. at this point. the highest priority for 
the agents and tlierefore the choice of viewpoint is niade using a grcedy selection 
critcria (471. 
The agent's choice of action depends on its preference for a specific action. 
We can express prcference in terms of the entities t hat are fundamental to decision 
theory. nnnicly utility and probability. Here a rational agent such as ours will choose 
an action thnt will yield the highest expected iitility nveraged over possible 
outcornes of the action. This is known as the principle of Maximuni Expectccl 
Utility(lO1 and is explained in section 3.3.1. Hence. not only is t hc expected iitility 
of an action important but of equal importance are the probabilities that the action 
will (not ) cause a conflict as computed by equation 4.6 and t hat the sanie action 
will increase the expected global utility. We can tlierefore adjust the expected 
iitility of any paticular action by these probabilities. This provides a more robust 
decision making system and allows for the experience of the agent to influence its 
decisions. 
The prior information that is necessary to formdate such probabilities associ- 
ated with decision making cornes from the data acquired over time in the action 
history. and the mental mode1 of each agent. Therefore. the probability of an ac- 
tion causing a confiict and the probability of the same action improving the global 
utility is learned over time. Hence the correctness of the decisions made by the 
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agent cnn be improved over time. 
When an agent cliooses a piirticiilar viewing position, it may cldo so without any 
knowledge of the effect thnt its choice will have on the other agents. Hence. it 
initially cdculates an expected local utility for that viewing position. However, the 
agent must communicate with the other agents to inform them of its choice and 
the conespondi~ig parts of the target object that is wit hin its field of view. It does 
so via the FVL message type as previously defined. 
Upon receipt of another agent's intended camera position, an agent checks to 
scc if the sending agent's desired action is in confict with its own desired action. If 
there is a conflict. the  conflict is resolved using either of the methods described in 
section 4.6.4. If no confict exists. or after a given conflict has been resolved. t lie 
agents proceed to refine their initial estimates of their local utilities by takixig into 
consideration the information communicated to theni by other agents within the 
group. This refinement takes into account any redundancy in the fields of view of 
proximal viewpoints and also the possibility of a viewpoint confiicting with another 
agent ' s  choice. The local utility is therefore adjusted as follows. 
( 1 - 3  ot herwise 
Where &t )  is the local utility of agent i calculated at time t and ( t  + 1) is the 
local utility of agent i adjusted at time t + 1. l(, refers to  the number of vertices 
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thet rire within the field of view of agent i and also in the field of view of one or 
ruore of the 0 t h  agents. This gives an indication of the degree of overlap of the 
ficlds of view of two or more agents with respect to the total number of vertices 
KOiai. The paranieter 7 is the utility adjiistmeiit parameter and it determines the 
degee to which the overlapping fields of view affect the  local utility. Tlie exact 
value of -y cas bc obtiuned by enipirical observation for a given problem set. The 
variable s rcfers to the average separation (distance) between the desired position of 
agent i and the positions of other agents within the group for a particular viewing 
position. The variable N, is the iiiirriber of agents that have been in conflict with 
agent i and LV,,,,~ is the to td  number of agents within the group. From equation 
-4.6 we sec that tlic influence of the conflict adjustment is lowered if the agent's 
choice of virwing position is further from the other agent's choices. Therefore a 
highly advnntagcoiis but previously confiicting viewpoint may he chosen if it is not 
in close proximi ty to soine agent's desired position. This comput ation provides 
the agent wit h a probability measure of its desired position being in conflict with 
mot  her agent's desired position. 
The expected local utility is adjusted based on the information received during 
communication with the other agents. An agent penalizes itseif for viewing the 
same area of the target object as other agents and also tries to  choose a viewing 
position tliat separates it from the viewing positions of the other agents. Under nor- 
mal circumstances (no confiict occurring) the order in which the agents iteratively 
improve their choice of viewing position is based on the agentso confidence. Once 
an agent has adjusted its local utility. it broedcasts this information using the ALU 
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niessage type. The agents then compare this adjusted local utility to their own. 
Tlin agent tliat c m  contribute the maximuni miount to the global utility is allowed 
to coninlit to its choice of viewpoiiit. The other agents aiitomaticdy assume that 
siich a cornmitment wilI be made. If two or more agents are contributing to the 
global ut ility by the same amount then the agents rely on t heir seniority orderiug 
to (lecide which ngcrit moves first. The concept of seniority is explained in section 
4.6.4. This set of social laws provides a level of organization to the system wbch 
would otherwise be iriiposed by the designer. Hence the autonomy of the system is 
niaint ained. 
An agent wiil only clisiige its viewing position if such a change will solicit a 
significant contribution to the global iitility. Hence. given viewing positions Pi = 
(t i. 21) .and Pz = (z?. y?. zz) and  a threshold 4. an agent i will change its position 
from Pl to P2 only if the ineqii;ility of equation 4.7 is satisfied. 
Where E(p;II Pz) is t lie expected local utility at position Pz. 
The expected change is used here since the agent's computations are based on 
its current mental mode1 of the world. IT an agent cannot find a position that would 
improve on its current contribution to the global utility by an amount greater than 
4 . the agent broadcasts an FP type message. This indicates to  the other agents 
that the sending agent intends to make its current position its final position. Upon 
receipt of this message type. each receiving agent revises its local utilities and orders 
t heir possible vicwing positions accordingly. If t here is any viewing position that 
i:;rri yield a higher ittility thcm the currrnt position of the receiving agent. such that 
the diange i t i  iitility is greater than (p .  then that agent responds with a NAK or 
ncgnt ive ackiiowlcdgnient and the negotiation process is repeated. However. if all 
th<: receiving agents .?grec that there is no other position more advantageous to 
tlieiii. they respond witli an ACK or pusitive acknowledgment. This terminates 
tlic ncgotiation session arid the coordination algorithni. 
If an agrrit changes its ciment viewpoint. it must inixnediately inforrn the other 
egeiits by broadcasting an FVL message type. Upon receipt of the FVL message 
type. .d rweiving agents will reevaluote their local utilities. Hence in a system 
with extremely overlapping ranges of motion of the cameras, is possible for an 
iigcrit tliat initkdy thought tliot it had chosen a very advantageous position based 
on  its I o d  ~itility meastire. to find out t hat the position is not so advantageous once 
riiore infornietion is obtained froni the group. This d o w s  the agents with in i t idy  
Iiigli expectctl titilities to backtrack ancl possibly choose a position that can better 
contribute to the global utility based on ncw information. Since agents wili only 
change viewpoints if the cliange in utility is greater than a given threshold, this 
proliibits the agents from oscillating between viewpoints that have similar expected 
iitility values. 
An agent may be unable to send an FVL if' it looses communication with the 
group. Each agent maintains a List of the other agents that are actively participating 
in the negotiation process. If' no niessage is received from a particular agent in 
the group over a specified time period. a PING message is sent to that agent. 
.An acknowledgment to the PING message renews the entry in the agents list of 
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participating agents. If no acknowlcdgineiit is receivcd after a specified number 
of PING broadcasts. tlic scnding agent renioves the inactive agent from its list of 
active agents. Thc negotiation process thereforc proceeds as 8 the inactive agent 
never existeci. 
If a tlesireil action causes a conflict witli aiiother agent. then both agents will 
invoke their conflict rcsolution mechmiisnis as (Icscribed below. The agent wliose 
ilesired nçtiori causes the  kwgest gain in iititity is committed to that action. The 
rest of the group xcepts  the effects of this action as the cu ren t  arrangement set. 
IF d te r  a serit:s of negotiations. .dl ageiits broailcast acceptance messages. t hen the 
curreiit ,ursngeriietit set becomes the agree~iient set. The mental modcls of the 
ngcnts arc iip(lnter1 an(i the carrangenient is cxccuted by the action mechanisms of 
the agents. 
4.6.4 The Conflict Resolution Mechanism 
Although each agent woiild try to choose actions that are not in conflict with other 
agents. the situation is expected to aise where conflict is unavoidable. In this 
system. siich situations are more likely to occur when the cange of motion of the 
cameras controlled by the agents severely overlap, or the nurnber of possible viewing 
locations is rdatively s m d .  The confiict resolution mechanism aims to provide a 
means of resolvirig such circumstances. The basic idea behind conflict resolution as 
proposed in this research is the idea of confidence. F o r m d y  the concept is defined 
herein as follows: 
An agent is confident if according to its utility evaluation functions. its choice 
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of action will produce a change in global iitility that is corisiderably niore than the 
average expected changes in global utility of tlic otlicr agents with which it is in 
conflict. More fornidy. an agent is corifident if the following is true. 
Where. n is the number of agents. E(Apg) is the expected change in global 
utility by the action of agent i. c is a siiinll positivc constant such that O < c < 1 
and a is a smcd randoni positivc constant siich that O < a < 1. ci. is included as a 
means of aclding a srnnll miount of rariilomncss to tlic system iii an effort to avoid 
cieadlocik situations. 
The proposecl conflict resoliition dgoritlini coniriiori to rd agents is presented 
below. Assume that tlic agent under scrutiny is agcnt i. 
Let CONFLICT-LIST bc the List of TL agents witli which agent i is in conflict. 
WHILE NOT EMPTY CONFLICT-LIST cl0 
If agent i is confident: 
then agent i commits itself to that action 
else 
if agent i lacks confidence. i.e. 
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t hcii ageiit i re-assesses its choice of action and proposes a iicw action. If this action 
is not in conflict wit h any otlier agents desire. then agent i updates its incntal mode1 
and bromlcnsts its new desired position to the rest of tlie goiip. 
END- WHILE 
The resoliition of confict situations depend 0x1 the ability to prioritize the agents 
sucli that the groiip of agents know cxplicitly which agent wiil cliaiige its viewing 
position in order to resolve the conflict. As nientioned in chapter 3. it is possible 
to impose such a priority on the system prior to the negotiatioii process. However. 
this ikcreases the aiitonomy of the system. By iising the notion of confidence. we 
'dow the agents to decide the agent priority without hiaman intervention. 
In a (leridlock situation where it is impossible to dccidc on n least confident 
agent. tlie agents can iitilizc a random nimber to  decide which agent should make 
a clifferexit decision so as to resolve the conflict. The agent with the liigliest random 
number has the highest seniority 'and sindarly. the agent with the  lowest random 
nimber has the lowest seniority. The agent witli the lowest seniority wiil attempt 
to change its decision first. In the event that no decision can be made by the lemt 
senior agent t hat would resolve the conflict. t hen the least senior agent informs the 
most senior agent of the situation by disagreeing with its choice of action. This 
is accomplished by sending a negative acknowledgment (NAK) to the most senior 
agent. 
The most senior agent would then choose a different viewing position based 
on the fnct that the utility of the previous viewing position has been decreased 
by the probability of causing a conflict situation. Hence. t h e  algorithm attempts 
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to inipleme~it the concept that a confident agent should be allowed to commit to 
its chosen action wliile the less confident agents sliould reconsider tlicir desired 
action. Howevcr. it also takes into account that the niore confideiit agents rnay 
need to change ttieir çhoice of viewing position in order to cdow a more suitable 
mangement to exist. 
4.7 The Coordination Algorithm 
The actual dgorithrn iitilized by the agents for coordination is the sarne for =d 
agents. Tliis offers the advantage that the system is more easily scaled in ternis of 
the niinibcr of agents involved in the negotiation process. We provide a description 
of the algori t hm below . 
Let Negotiete = TRUE. This cdows the algorithm to begin. 
Let 7 be the locd utility adjustment parameter. 
Let 4 be the minimum contribution that can be made to the global utility for 
negotiation to continue. 
Step 1.0 Each agent calculates the utilities for each of the viewpoints accessible 
by the agent using equation 4.3. 
Step 2.0 Order the viewpoints in decreasing order of local utility pl. 
This information is also stored in the knowledge base. The values of the 
respective weights are set at runtime. 
Step 3.0 Select a ramera position from the subset of positions with the highest 
local utility and broadcast this to the group via the communication rnecha- 
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nisni. Tliis represents the agents preference to move to the selected position. 
Since each agent does this step. agents would end up with the other agents' 
prefrrred caniera positions. 
Step 4.0 WHILE Negotiate = TRUE 
Step 4.1 Update the mentd mode1 with the information obtained from the other 
agents in the groiip. 
Step 4.2 Compare the list of visible features with the feature List from the other 
agents in the group. 
Step 4.3 Ailjtist the local iitility as foliows: 
Vint 
p: ( t  + 1) = ,u;(t) - 7 - (4.11) 
Vtolril 
W her e number of visible features in common with other agents. 
V,,t,i is the total ntiniber of visible features and 7 is the adjustment parameter. 
Step 4.4 Calculate Ci. the contribution to the global utility by agent i's preference. 
using the following formula: 
Step 4.6 Update the seniority score as described above. 
Step 4.7 Search the communicated preferences for any confiict as defined above. 
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Step 4.8 Calculate the probability of conflict as described by equetion 1.6 
Step 4.9 The value for the probatility of conffict. the contribution to the global 
utility ;and the other attributes dcscribed for the action history are stored in 
t lie action history database. 
Step 4.10 FOR preferences in confict with agent i's preference. 
do the following: 
The conflict resolution mechanisni is activated and the algorithm described 
in section 4.6.4 is used to resolve the confict. 
END-FOR 
At this point the agent searcties for a better choice of vantage point based 
on the now available evidence frorti the other agents. In ordcr to make the 
decision as to which vantage point to utilize. the agent adjusts the utilities 
of the possiblc viewpoints within its range of motion by the information 
available in the mental niodel and the action history. This is achieved as 
follows: 
Step 4.11 Adjust the local utilities for each preference based on the nurnber of 
common features visible using equation 4.5 and the probability of conflict 
computation from equation 4.6. 
The agent then chooses the best action based on the adjusted expected utility 
and calculates the contribution to the global utility. As more information is 
obtnined from other agents in the negotiation process, then the local decisions 
becorne more informed. 
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Step 4.12 IF the contribution to the global iitility is less than the tlueshold 4. 
t hen 
Step 4.13 Negotiation = .F. 
Step 4.14 The agent broadcnsts an acceptance message ancl its desire to execute 
the ciirrent prefcrence. 
END-IF 
END-WHILE 
Step 5.0 Once the agents have stopped their negotiation. their preferences can be 
executcd by the action mcchanism. 
4.8 Theoretical Basis for Agent Behaviour 
Upon careful examination of the behavioral characteristics of the agents, we can 
see that the viewpoint selection process is based on a greedy algorithm approach. 
The basic idea is to evaluate e x h  viewpoint and select the best possible viewpoint 
fron: a local perspective and subsequently from a global perspective using infor- 
mation obtained from other agents within the group. The accuracy of the choices 
made depends on the maximization of the local utility computed based on informa- 
tion gathered from other agents in the group. Hence the utility calculation takes 
into account the interdependencies of the agents in the form of redundancy due to 
overlapping views. The probability of confict computation takes into account the 
separation of a camera position from known choices of other agents' camera posi- 
tions. This information allows a more informed decision to be made since choosing 
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vicwpoiiits tliat arc close to another agent's ciesired position is in fact increasing the 
diaricc of rediiiidant inforniation. Hcnce the utility adjustmcnt seeks to separate 
the agents' dcsired positions as far as possible while niaintaining a high level of visi- 
bility of the target object. As we shed sliow in the following chapter. this approach 
iloes not necessarily lenil to CU optirrial solution. However. from the experiments 
iiriclertaken. it is ~ossible for tlic systeai to obtnin a solution that is fuiictiondy 
acceptnllc for the vision task at hiind. 
Case Based Learning 
For any givm problem instance. the agents are reqilired to undertC&e a negotiation 
process t liat subsequently lends to sonie form of a solution. Given the same problem 
instnricc. tiic agents woiild begin at the same point in the solution space and repeat 
the  soriic negotiation process. sinçe the initial ordering of the candidate camera 
positions is the same for that problem. Alternatively, given a similar problem 
instance wïiere the same scene bris been translated or rotated (or both). the agents 
ç a  utilize prior experience to carrive at an initial estimate of the solution set of 
candidate positions. and then begin the negotiation process from t his point. The 
Iiypotliesis is that this can improve on the length of time that the negotiation 
process requires. 
The utilization of prior experience by the agents is made possible though a case 
bnsed learning system. Since we are relying on CAD models of the scenes and not 
actud images from the cameras to select the appropriate case fiom the case base, 
we have to utilize features of the CAD mode1 that allow the agents to perform this 
selection witti an appropriate degree of açcuracy. To do so we select a feature set 
that (Ics(.ribtis the propertics of tlic sccnc that 'arc unique to a given scene and can 
thereforc scrvc as a iiniqtic identifier for that scene. The feature set chosen consists 
of tlircc coniponents as dcscribed below. 
1. Gtmerd Case Features 
Case ID: Each case description is given a unique identifier. 
Centroid Name: Eech objcct in a scene has a centre of mass (centre of 
gavity).  This is givcn a iiriiqiic name in the case base. 
Num Vertex: The nitniber of vertices of each object in the scene. 
Num Face: The nuniber of faccs of each object in the scene. For curved 
surface approximations we iitilize the triangulation of the curved surface 
to represent the nuniber of faces. 
Surface Area: The computed surface area of each object in the scene. 
2. Cetitroid Separation 
Centroid Separation: A Eiiciidean distance measure of the spatial sepa- 
ration in 3D space of each centroid in the scene relative to every other 
centroid in the scene. 
3. Prim Solution Information 
Camera Viewpoint: The viewpoint chosen by the agent. 
Centroid Name: Name of the centroid of each object in the scene. 
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Centroid Position: Tlie coortlinntes of the ceiitroid of mch  object in the 
sceiict wi t li respt:r:t to the world coorliinate system. 
Angle: The angle between the rays projected Fr0111 the origin of the world 
coordiriate systrrii to tlic caniera vicwpoint 'and froni tlie origin to the 
cent roid. 
Distance: Tlie distaricc hetwwn the camera viewpoint 'and the ceiitroid. 
Each agent maintains its own casc base in keeping with the t o t d y  decentralized 
iiietliodology itsed tlirotigliuiit. For any givcn problem scene. eacli agent can refer 
to its case bac  to vcrify wlititlicr or iiot the curreiit sccne matches any known scene. 
This is acliitivecl by <:«riip.îritig tlic gcriernl case features and the centroid separation 
data of the çiirrent scme with tliosc of the  stored sceiies. Only an exact match is 
considcred. At this stage. the ft.atiires are orientation invariant. That is to say, 
rcg,udlcss of tlie oricritrition of tlic çurrent sccne. the feütures remain the same. 
Hence if' tlie same sccne is presented in a different orientation. the agents will be 
able to choose the correct sccne from their case bases. 
At this point it is possible for .an agent to have several niatclùng entries in its 
case base if the sanie scene h a  been encountered in different orientations. The 
refincrnent to this set is accomplished by choosing the stored scene that is most 
sirriilar to the current sccne usiiig the centroid position information of the prior 
solution informat ion as described above. The stored scene w hose centroid positions 
are closest to the current scene is chosen. We use a simple Euclidean distance to 
facifit at e t his choice. 
Once the most simila scene has been established. the agents need to make an 
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initial giiess or cstiiuate of the initiai camera positions for the ciment scenc. The 
scene selccted froiii the case base lias an associatecl solution or camera position for 
thc ,?g<:iit. By using the anglc and dist.mce of this c m e r a  position relative to the 
centroicls in the stored sccnc. the agent can choose a set of camera positions in the 
ciment scenc such thnt the anglc and distaiice nierrsures relative to the centroids 
of tlic ciinciit scenc arc cithcr siinilar or equd to that of the stored scene. Tliese 
rneasisurcs represent the spatial arrangement of tlie find camera position relative to 
that of the objects in the stored scene. The initiai estiniate of the camera position 
in tlic curreiit sceiic is bascd on clioosiiig a vicwpoiiit (or set of viewpoints) that 
would provide the smiie or siniilar spatid relationship. If niore tlian one viewpoint 
can be clioscn. tlicn th<: ngcnt rnndonily cliooscs a viewpoint from this set. Eadi 
agent perforrns this activity to providc its own initial estimate of camera position. 
Since eecli agent riiaintnins its own case base. the agents oiily need to store 
iiiformation relevant to itsrlf. Hence. it is possible for an agent to be involved 
in a negotiation process where every other agent has prior knowledge of the given 
scenc. however, the new agent does not. This can occur for example if an additional 
camera is added to the systein dter a solution has been agreed upon by the existing 
agents. The system must refurmulate its solution to include the additional resource. 
In this case. the new agent will evaluate its candidate positions without any initial 
position estimate and start the negotiation process t here. At the end of the process, 
each agent updates its case base. Hence learning is automatic. The new agent will 
now have knowledge of the new scene. However, it is also possible for the user to 
provide the agents witli a pre-computed case base in order to improve the efficiency 
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of the system for specific probleni sets. 
The titilization of the case bnsc structure enables the agents not ody to utilize 
p io r  knowledge to sonie advaiitnge. but  dso it provides a mems of preventing the 
agents fioni starting the  search at the  same point in tlie seach space. a situation 
which invariably results in conflict. The initial coniputation of utility values can 
therefore be carried out bucd on the initiai unique positions of the agents. 
4.10 Summary 
Tliis chapter has presented a description of the agent riioclel. the dgorithms and 
structures used to xtùevc tlie planning of sensors in a stationary niodcled envi- 
ronment. The chapter also describes the cased bascd learning systerri tliat 'dows 
the agents to adapt their negotiation process based on learncd information. In the 
foilowing chapter. we present the ernpiricd results thet justify the feasibility of the 
system and the corresponding andysis of these results. 
Chapter 5 
Experimental Result s 
5.1 Introduction 
The primary objective of this thesis is to present the design of a frarnework for 
the autonomous coordination of a distributed systeni of niobile sensors. In this 
chapter we present the expeririiental results of such a systcm based on the mode1 
and t heoretical foundations presented in the previous chapters. We also provide an 
malysis of these results in an effort to explain the iindcrlying behavioral character- 
istics of the system. Although the feasibility of the system Ilas been dernonstrated 
using several problem sets, we present the results obtained for three very different 
sensor planning t a k s  that are characteristic of the variation in the problern sets 
used for empirical evaluation. In each case. the objective is to deploy the sensors in 
a positional configuration such that their combined perspectives provide maximal 
coverage of one or more target objects in the scene. Finally we compare the results 
produced by the system with the optimal camera arrangement obtained from an 
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Figure 5.1: CAD Mode1 of Target Object 
exhaustive method. This cdlows us to obtain a nieasure of the perforniancc of the 
agent bucd systern. 
5.2 Single Target Coverage 
The first sensor planning task is to generate the camera p s i  tions necessary for the 
coverage of a single target partially occluded by ot her objects in a scene. Figure 5.1 
shows a CAD mode1 of the target and figure 5.2 shows the rendered target object 
from two clifferent perspectives. This object is included in the scene as depicted 
in figure 5.3. As is apparent from the scene. the object is occluded from several 
vantage points. Hence. in order to completely view the surface of the target. we 
are forced to employ multiple cameras. 
The range of camera motion can be represented by a bounding polyhedron 
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Figure 5.2: Rendered Mode1 of T x g e t  Object 
whose voliinie is siibdivided into discrete voxels. The centroids of these voxels 
form the possible camera positions. We utilire a single bounding polyhedron for 
.d canieras since this gives the maximum intersection of possible ranges of motion 
for the carneras and correspondingly, maximizes the interdependencies amongst the 
agents. Figure 5.1 illustrates the bounding polyhedron for the scene. 
To illustrate the level of occlusion of the object. we refer to figure 5.5 which 
shows the percentage of the target object that is visible fiom the set of possible 
c~imera positions. The graph includes only tbose camera positions where some 
portion of the target object is visible. The graph was obtained by finding the ratio 
of the number of vertices visible to the total number of vertices of the target object 
expressed as a percentage. The orientation of the camera from each of the vantage 
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Figure 5.3: Rendered CAD Mode1 of Scene 
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Figure 5.4: Bounding Polyhedron for Camera Range of Motion 
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Candidate Virwpoittt 
Figure 5.5: Target Visibility from Various Viewpoints 
points is assiimed to be towards the centroid or center of gravity of the target object. 
The nntage points from which the object is totally occluded by other objects in 
the scene are not shown. From tliis grapli. we c a n  see that if we were to position 
a camera at the best viewing position with the corresponding orientation towards 
the centroid of the target, we wodd be able to view about 45 percent of the target 
vert ices. 
We employ two cameras for observing the target object in the scene. Figure 
5.6 illustrates the initial positions of the two cameras relative to the scene. The 
orientation of the cameras is fixed to the centroid of the target object. 
From the initial views obtained from both cameras, we see that the target object 
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Figure 5.6: CAD Mode1 of Scene with Initial Camera Positions 
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Figure 5.7: Initial Camera Views 
is still occluded by objects within the scene. This fact is illustrated in figure 5.7. 
The objective therefore is to find suitable positions for the cameras such that the 
target object is least occluded by other objects within the scene. At the same 
time the system tries to minimiae the redundancy in the views of the object by 
positioning the cameras such t hat the resulting intersection between the resulting 
field of views is rninimized. 
Figure 5.8 represents the views of the target obtained after the agents have 
autonomously positioned the caxneras. It is apparent that there is a significant 
improvenient in the amount of the surface of the target object target that is now 
visible. In addition, we can see t hat there is not a significant amount of redundancy 
in the resulting views. Figure 5.9 shows the corresponding positions of the cameras 
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Figure 5.8: Final Camera Views 
relative to the scene. 
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the initial and final positions of the cameras respec- 
tively for the two camera system. In addition. table 5.2 shows the utility of the 
positions chosen by the agents. In order to assess the quality of the solution ob- 
tained. we utilize an exhaustive search met hod to arrive at the optimal viewpoints. 
Table 5.3 shows the first 16 camera position combinations dong with their corre- 
sponding ut& ty values ob tained from the exhaustive search sorted in descending 
order of the utility value. The exhaustive search met hod required 11 minutes and 10 
seconds to complete the search using only two cameras. Using the agent method, 
required o d y  2 minutes and 14 seconds for completion on the same computing 
platform. The solution obtained by the agent method corresponds to the solution 
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Figure 5.9: CAD Mode1 of Scene Showing Final Camera Positions 
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Table 5.1: Initial Positions of Cameras 
Table 5.2: Final Cameta Positions 
number T in table 5.3. 
Tho solid ciirve of the  grnph in figure 5.10 shows the behaviour of the global 
utility valiie for ench of the camera position combinations considered by the ex- 
haustive sonrch. Note that only the  distinct utility values have been included in 
the graph. The solid vertical line indicates the relative position of the solution 
obtaincd from the agent method to that of the solutions obtained by the exhaus- 
tive search. Altliough the agent method did not yield the optimal solution. it has 
succeeded in rlirninating most of the other possible solutions that yield a smaller 
global utility value. The resulting solution by the agent method is thus functionally 
acceptable for the given vision task. 
As a visual coniparison of the quality of the results obtained form the exhaustive 
search. we show the views obtained from the optimal camera positions in figure 
5.11. We also illustrate the views obtained from the camera positions that yield a 
global iitility thnt is less than that obtained by the agent method. The sub-optimal 
set of camera positions chosen yielded a global utility of approximately 98. The 
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Figure 5.10: Utility Values of the Best Results from Exhaustive Search 
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Figure 5-11: Canicrn Vicws for the Optimal carnera Positions 
views obtiiicd are shown in figure 5.12. 
Figures 5.11 'and 5.12 visiially illustrate the ctifference in the quality of the 
solution. In figure 5.12 wc see thnt the  total visibility of the target is less than that 
showii in figure 5.5 the views obtained froni the agents and 5.11 tlie optimal views 
producrd by the exhaustive search methocl. Such a cornparison illustrates that the 
agents are capable of eliminating most of the sub-optimal viewpoints during theû 
negot iations. 
5.2.1 Increasing the Number of Cameras 
In this section. we show the results of adcting another camera to the system. Since 
the agents are based on the same mode1 and coordination algorithm. the incorp- 
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Figure 5.12: Camera Views for Sub-optimal Positions 
ration of additional c'uneras is a trivial process. We siriiply duplicate the agent 
algorithms for each additionai camera ;and update the agent's sensor mode1 for the 
riew camera. However. adding more cameras to the system does not guarantee that 
the amount of information obtained about the target will increase. This largely 
tlepends on numbcr. size and orientation of the target object. For smaller single 
target tasks. two cameras may be sufficient to cover the surface of the target, while 
in other situations more cameras are required. 
To illustrate this point. we refer to figure 5.13 which represents the arrangement 
of the 3 cameras afker the conclusion of the agents' negotiation process. Their 
corresponding positions and utdity values are shown in table 5.4. 
The utiiity values shown in table 5.4 indicate that there is no significant im- 
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Figure 5.13: Final Positions iising 3 Carneras 
Agent 1 X 1 Y 1 
Table 5.4: Final Camera Positions 
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provenient in the global utility as a result of adding a tllird camera. Thc global 
utility obtained was 110.69 as comparecl to the global utility obtained for the two 
camera system. which was 109.49. This fact is apparent in the views obtained from 
the three carneras shown in figure 5.14. The utilitics of agents 2 and 3 were reduccd 
as a result of the fact that the fields of view of their çorresponding cameras are over- 
lapping. Since we are iiispecting a single target. niost of the surface of the txget  
can be covereci witli two cameras. The need for more than two cameras becomes 
more apparent when the target object is occluded by sevcral objects. the target is 
of a large size or dteriiatively when therc are multiple targcts to be covcred t hat 
are spatially separated. This situation is explorcd in the following section. 
5.3 Multi-Target Coverage 
The system niay also be used to obtain information about multiple t age t s  that may 
be par t idy  or t o t d y  occluded by one or more objects in a given scene. The agent 
method is especicdy suited for multiple target problems silice varioiis niimbers 
of cameras can be deployed to cover each target. Hence, this example serves to 
illustrate the ndvnntage of this method over the single camera systems previously 
discussed. 
The scene under consideration is shown as a CAD model in figure 5.15 with the 
targets rendered as solids for the sake of clarity. The objective is to deploy a set 
of cameras such t hat both targets are simultaneously visible and covered. It is not 
possible to utilize a single camera in this situation due to the occlusion and relative 
spatial location of the target objects. The rendered CAD model of the scene shown 
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Figure 5.14: Final Views for 3 Cameras 
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Figure 5.15: Multi-Target CAD mode1 
in figure 5.16 clearly illustrates the occlusion of the rear target. 
The graph depicted in figure 5.17 quantizes the total visibility of both targets 
from cach of the candidate viewpoints. To compute the percentage of target visi- 
bility in this situation. we utilized the to td  number of distinct vertices visible from 
both targets from any candidate viewpoint as a percentage of the total number of 
distinct vertices of both targets. Accordhg to figure 5.17 we can view a maximum 
of 30% of both targets simultaneously from any one candidate viewpoint. 
In order to view both targets simultaneously. we initially deploy two caneras. 
each controlled by an agent. The agents can choose the orientation of the canera 
based on the centre of m a s  of each of the target objects in the scene. Hence. 
any choice of viewing position also includes the centre of mass of the target object 
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Figure 5.16: Multi-Target Rendered C AD mode1 
Figure 5.17: Total Target Visibility per Candidate Viewpoint 
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Figure 5.18: Initial Canera Positions 
being observeci by the agent. Figure 5.18 shows the randomly chosen initial camera 
positions relative t0 the CAD mode1 of the scene. Figure 5.19 shows the views 
obtained by the cameras from their initial positions. The figures indicate that from 
the initial vantage points, the targets are either t o t d y  or partialiy occluded by 
other objects wit hin the scene. 
Figure 5.20 shows the final camera positions relative to the scene as agreed 
upon by the agents. We note here that the agents have decided to cover different 
targets in order to niaximize the coverage of the set of targets and correspondingly. 
maximize the global utility measure. Figure 5.21 shows the actual views of the 
target objects obtained from each of the cameras. 
The final positions of the cameras and their respective utility values are listed 
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Figure 5.19: Initial Camera Views 
Figure 5.20: Final Camera Positions 
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Figure 5.21: Final Camera Views 
in table 5.5. In ordcr to verify the correctness of the solution, we again utilized an 
exhaustive search algorithm to find the pair of viewpoints yielding the maximum 
utility. Table 5.6 shows that there are indeed 11 such possible solutions. We 
should also note that the solution obtained by the agents is in row 1 of the table. 
The agent method was significantly more efficient however, since the running time 
of the agent method was 2 minutes and 10 seconds while the rnnning time of the 
exhaustive search method was 16 minutes and 42 seconds on the same computing 
platform. The resdts obtained from the exhaustive search show that the position 
of camera 2 given by the coordinates X2.Y2.22 remain the same for all the possible 
solutions yielding the highest utility level. In addition, the positions of camera 1. 
given by the coordinates Xl.Yl .21 are symmetricd about the Y axis and differing 
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Table 5.5: Final Carnera Positions Using 2 Cameras 
Agent 
1 
Agent 1 1 
Table 5.6: Final C'vnera Positions from Exhaustive Search 
only by the position of the Z coordinate of the canera. 
In this situation. the algorithm resulted in a solution that is within the optimal 
set of possible solutions. The experiment shows that the agents c a n  produce an 
optimal solution. However, due to the nature of greedy algorithrns, this cannot be 
guaranteed for di cases. Hence we still focus on achieving a functionaüy accurate 
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5.3.1 Agent Communication 
Table 5.7 shows the non-repeated messages sent by each ageut during the commu- 
nication process. An agent may repeat a message if there is no action or informatiou 
tivrrilable t hat chcanges its currerit mental mode1 of the environment. The message 
type ancl content are therefore the same as the previous message. Such repeated 
messages have becn removecl from table 5.7. The line number column is for refer- 
ericr only. The Type columii shows the type of message sent and the From column 
iiidicstes the sending agent. The Message Data column illustrates only the Cam- 
crn position and corresponding utility for the sake of brevity. The format of the 
rricssage data as shown is camera position (X.Y.2). utility. 
The agents iiutiCdy chose the same position due to the fact that they try to 
selfishly nicutimize the utility. This is indicated by Lines 1 and 2 of the table. The 
agents need to prioritize their dccisions and in this case. they do so by randomly 
selecting their priority. This is done by requesting rmdom numbers as shown in 
ljnes 3 and 5. The response to these requests are shown in lines 6 and 8. The initial 
iitility values of the agents are adjusted to zero since they are in conflict. These 
adjusted ritility values are also broadcast as illustrated in lines 4 and 7. 
From the priority response. we can see that agent 1 is the agent with the highest 
priority. Hence. agent 2 cliooses a different position. The position is chosen so as 
to maximize the utility and the distance away fiom the conflict position which is 
currently occupied by agent 1. The position change is broadcast in line 10. Agent 
1 then responds with a reevaluation of its current position which now takes into 
consideration the position chosen by agent 2. The resulting utility is shown in line 
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11. Agent 1 also reevaliiates its other possible positions at tliat tinie. 
Line 12 shows that agent 2 is prepared to make its current position its final 
position. However. agent 1 disagrces wit h a NAK in line 13. This would only occur 
if agent 1 has fouiid a position from which it cran increase its current contribution 
to the global utility. Agent 2 re-asserts its position in Line 14. Lines 15 and 16 show 
the new position found by agentl. Lines 18 through 21 result from the proposal .and 
acceptance of these positioiis as final positions and line 22 shows the termination 
of tiegotiations by agent 2. 
5.3.2 Increasing the number of Cameras 
As an illiistration of tlie scalability of the systcm. we incorporate a third carriera. 
As previously mentioned. the scdability of the system is one of its main advantnges. 
Hence aclding another cxnera is a relatively trivial process. Figure 5.22 illustrates 
the deploynient of three cameras on the same scene. From the relative positions of 
the cameras. it is apparent that the third camera has been positioned so that the 
second target (the rectangdar post) is more visible in terms of the number of its 
constituent fcicets that are within the field of views of the caneras. As a result. the 
camera that was initially viewing this target has adjusted its position in order to 
accommodate the third camera. This becomes apparent if the position of chosen by 
agent 1 in table 5.8 is compared to that of camera 1 in the 2 camera case as Listed 
in table 5.5 In the latter case. camera 1 had position ( -0.69999,-0.20000,2.53147). 
This adjustment serves to limit the amount of redundancy between the two proximal 
camera views. 
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Table 5.7: Trace of Agent Communication 
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Figure 5.22: Final Positions for 3 Cameras 
Figure 5.23 illiistrates the resulting vicws of the three cameras. From the 
views wc can see more of the surface of the second target as cornpared with the 
previoiis systern that used only 2 cameras. From a quantitative perspective. we 
can represent the effect of adding another canera to the system by examining the 
number of distinct vertices of the set of targets that  are visible in the union of ail 
the camera fields of view. The graph of figure 5.24 shows the percentage visibility 
of the  target vertices for one. two and three cameras. In this situation, we see that 
the deployment of three cameras yields more coverage of the surfaces of the target 
objects. This is due to the fact that initially using two cameras only docated one 
çaniera per target. However. more of the surface of each target c m  be seen if more 
than one camera covered iiny of the targets. Hence the rise in visibility when a 
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third caniera was added. 
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Figure 5.23: Final Views for 3 Cameras 
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Figure 5.34: Coverage of Distinct Target Vertices 
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5.4 Learning to Improve Efficiency 
5.4.1 The Case Based Reasoning System 
The agent uiodel previotisly preseiited incorporates a learning system based on the 
mscd bawd rmsoning approach. In t his section. we illustrate tbe effccts of leaming 
on the tiiiic: taken for the agents t o  arrive at a pa r t i cda  solution. Reccd that the 
riiaiii objective of the learning systeni is to facilitate a shortcr negotiation process by 
influrnring the initid c<lecisioiis of the agents. Norm.dy. the initial decision of any 
apmt is arrivetl at p r i ~ r  to the receipt of any coniniunication from the other agents 
in the groiip. Hence initial cleçisions are based on the selfish desire to maximize the 
i u c d  l i t  ility. D tie to t lie inlierexit interdependencies of the agent interactions. t hey 
iiivarinlly rtwiit in cmflicts chat niust be resolved. By iiicorporating a learning 
systerii. t he  initid clecisions of the agents can be made more informed and could 
therefore Icad to sliortw pnths to the  correct solution or at the very least avoid 
dnios t ccr tain conflict . 
The case b a s 4  reasoning sys t eni est ablishes the following t hree scenarios. 
1. The agents are prcscnted with a problem for which they have no exact case 
match. nor do they have any previous experience that would facilitate an 
infornied decision for an initid camera position. Therefore the agents choose 
an initial position that is based on selfish desire. 
2. The agents have previously computed a set of camera positions for a previous 
scene that  is a translational variant of the current scene. In this case the 
agents do not have a case that matches exactly. The agents therefore must 
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offer an informed giiess for their initiai decisious. 
3. The agents have yreviously coriipiited a set uf caniera positions for the current 
sceiie. In this case we have presented the agent with a problem for which it 
lias cxact priur experieiice. The agents cari t herefore utilize tlùs experience 
tu sliortcut the negotiation process. 
The first case corresporids to tlie niethod used by the agents iri the two previous 
exariiplcs shown so far. Withoiit any prior experience. the agents offer an initial 
giess basid on sclfish dcsire and t h  s t u t  the negotiation process. To illustrate 
t his more effectivcly. we utilizc anot h a  mode1 as shown in figure 5.25. The target 
i s  s howii in figure 5-26. We slicd clcploy three caneras to examine the target. Note 
thnt the tnrgct is pnrtinlly ocr-liiiicd by other objects in the scenc so we require 
miiltiplc carneras for simultanrotis coverage of the surface of the target. 
Figure 5.27 shows the final positions of the cameras relative to the scene after 
the negotiation process was completed. Figure 5.28 slinws the corresponding views 
of the target object obtained from each of the cameras. From the views we can 
see most of the target object. Table 5.9 shows the initial decisions and the final 
decisions of the agents. It is apparent from table 5.9 that the initial decisions of 
the agents were dl in confiict. This is consistent with the  fact that the agents make 
their initial decisions without any previous knowledge about the problem and also 
without any knowledge about the other agents' desires. Tlie cameras ail have the 
sarne range of motion. hence. the camera position that provides maximum utility is 
available to  all the agents. The agents ini t idy choose this position in an effort to 
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Figure 5.25: CAD c u i d  Rendered Mode1 of Scene 
rnawimize t heir utilities. The initiai decision yields a niawimutn itnadjustedl iitility 
of 79.65. The resulting conflict situation must be resolved 'and as a result more 
communication is necessary. 
We use the number of messages sent by thc agents as a nieaslue of the effort re- 
quired to arrive at a particular solution. It is important to note that some messages 
'The unadjusted utility does not take into account intersecting fields of view. 
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Figure 5.26: Target for Inspection 
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Figure 5.27: Camera Positions Relative to Scene 
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Figure 5.28: Final Views for 3 Cameras 




are ~inavoidable such as FVL's. ALU's and other basic informational message types. 
Howcver. these are consistent regardless of tlie nature of the problem being solved. 
Hence. any change in the nuniber of messages sent by an agent will necessarily be 
as a result of the absence or prcsence of confiict situations or iinacceptable cnnicra 
positions. 
Table 8.10 Lists the number of messages sent by each agent for tlie aforcnicn- 
tioned problem and their final utility d u e s .  This illustrates t h e  performaiice mea- 
sure of the system wit h no  prior case experience. 
To illitstrate the effects of leaming. the above problem was again presented to 
the agents. However. t his time their initial decisions were niade based on the fact 
that t hcy hnd seen the exact problem before. Hence they already have a solution 
to the problem in their respective case bases. Table 5.11 shows the rather drastic 
decrease in the number of messages sent by the agents as compared to the initial 
results obtained in table 5.10. From an intuitive perspective. these results are 
to be expected since the agents have an exact match of the problem in their case 
base. Hence. their initial decisions are actually well informed to the extent that 
tliey are the final decisions. As table 5.12 shows, they arrive at the same final 
positions. The residual message counts serve the purpose of broadcasting,verifying 
L 1 





48 1 29.16 
28 1 45.61 
Table 5.10: Perforniance Measurcs W i t hou t Learning 
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alid accepting the final caniera positions. 
In many cases. tlic agents may not have an exact match to the current problem 
in their cases bases as previoiisly illustrated. This c m  occur for two reasons. The 
first reason is that the agents may not have previously solved a problem that utilized 
the same scene. A t o t d y  new scene would suggest that the agents have no prior 
information about the scene that they c m  utilize in making any initial decisious. 
This situation would require that the agents proceed with the normal course of 
negotiations to arrive at a solution. The second situation is where the scene has 
beeii rotated or translatecl relative to the boiinding polyhedron that represents the 
range of motion of the cameras. In this case. the agents are capable of producing 
an i ~ t i d  cstiiiiate of the final positions of the cameras based on tlieir previous 
soliit ion to a sirndar problem. 
As previously describcd. the initial estimate is based on finding positions for 
the cameras in the new scene such that their spatial arrangement with respect to 
the objccts in the scene is similar to the spatial arrangement stored in the case 
base for the previoiisly similar scene. The initial estimate is not intended to be a 
final solution. however, it does offer a spatially dispersed initial decision t bat does 
not require confict resolution. This can reduce the amount of messages required 





No. of Messages 
9 
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( Agent 1 Initial Decision 1 Final Decision 1 
Table 5.12: Initial and Final Decisions by the Agents 
Table 5.13: Final Caniera Positions Usiug Translated Scclne without Learning 
to arrive at the final solution. 
The nietliod is illustrated below for the same scene. Figure 5.29 shows the 
top view of the scene used in the previous experiment relative to the bounding 
polyhedron of the camera ranges of motion. Figure 5.30 shows the same scene 
after it has been translated by 0.8 metres and 0.6 metres in the X and Y direction 
respectively. relative to the world coordinate system. 
As a control experirnent, the agents first used the translated scene shown in 
figure 5.30 without any prior experience. That is to Say, no information concerning 
the original scene or the translated scene was supplied to the agents. The resulting 
viewpoint positions and utility values that were obtained by the agents are listed 
in table 5.13. The corresponding views of the translated scene are s h o w  in figure 
5.31. 
As before. we use the number of messages transmitted by an agent as an in- 
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Figure 5.29: Original Scene Relative to Bounding Polyhedron 
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Figure 5.30: Translated Scene Relative to Bounding Polyhedron 

[ Agent No. of Messages ] 
Talle 5.14: Performance Blessures Without Learning for Translated Scene 
Table 5.15: Finai Carnera Positions Using Translated Scene With Learning 
tlicator of the  effort reqiiired to arrive at an acceptable solution. The number of 
messages sent for each agent is listed in table 5.14. 
This cxpcriment was t hen repeated with two different initial starting conditions. 
In the first situation. the agents were allowed to utilize the mode1 of the original 
scene (prior to the translation) as shown in figure 5.29 as a ba i s  for an initial 
es timnte. Therefore. using the original scene. the agents estimated camera positions 
t hat woiild provide the similm spatial relationships between the cameras and the 
objects within the scene. The final positions arrived at by the agents are listed in 
table 5.15. The corresponùing views are shown in figure 5.32. 
The number of messages transrnitted by each agent is listed in table 5.16. 
The results indicate that there is a slight performance gain when using an initial 
estimate of the final positions. The agents required 16% fewer messages when an 
initiai estirnate was used. A n d  her important observation concerns the actual final 
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Figure 5.32: Final Views for Translated Scene With Learning 
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[ Agent 1 No. of Messages 1 
Triblc 5.16: Pcrfoririancc Mensiires With Learning for Trruislated Scene 
positions tlint were obtniried. There is a difference in finai positions Listed in tables 
5.16 nrid 5.14. This indicates that tlie initial position considered by the agents can 
infliirnce the firid outcorne. This observation is consistent with the fact that the 
ngeiits rank the possible criniorri positions (lifferently depending on whether or not 
an initiai estimate for a cnmera position is being considered. 
Iii thc case tliat no initial estirriate is being considered by tlie agents. then the 
possible carnera positions arc cvaliiated wit h the assump tion t hat no ot her agents 
t:xist. That is to say. the iitility value assigned to a given camera position is done 
witliout consideration for its spatial relationship to any other possibly occupied 
canicra position. The first position chosen by an agent will be a randomly chosen 
position that is a member of the set of positions with the highest utility value. 
Therefore. when no initial estimate is used, the agents start from the same point 
in the searcli space of utility values. As a result, repeating any given experiment 
withoiit initial position estimates w d  yield the same final caniera positions. How- 
ever. in tlie case wliere an initial estimate is available, then ail camera positions are 
initidy ranked based on their spatial relations to the initial estimated positions of 
the agents. Hence. the difference of the utility values arrived at in both situations 
influences the subsequent choices of the agents when utilizing a greedy algorithm 
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( Agent [No. of Messages / 
Table 5.17: Perforriiance Mexurcs With Lrarning on Translatcd Scene 
approacli. 
In the second situation. we rcpeated the experiment usiag the same translated 
sccnc but we d o w e d  the agcnts to use whatever knowledge they had acquired 
a Ions. witli regards to t he  translatcd scetie and the resiilts of their previous negoti t' 
-4s a resiilt. the initial estimates of ttic agents correspondcd to the final positions 
obtained lrorn the previous exprrirnent withotit learning. Hence the final positions 
are thci sanie as listcd in table 5.15. In tliis case. the agents had prior knowledge 
of the same scenc and the initial estiniates were actudy the final positions chosen. 
Table 5.17 shows the number of messages sent by each of the participating 
agents. The resiiits indicate a 58% rerliiction in the number of messages required 
to arrive at a solution. 
5.5 Discussion 
We have illtistrated the performance characteristics of the systern for various prob- 
lem sets. In general. the quality of the solution obtained relies on the applicability 
of the greedy selection approach to the problem set. In situations where the greedy 
appronch to viewpoint consideration closely matches the characteristics of the opti- 
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mal solution. t hen the rcsidts will be optimal or very neni-ly so. This is exemplified 
by t hc second exprriment involving riiiilt iple targets as suriimarized in table 5.6. 
Howcver. in sitiiat ions where the soliit i o~ i  space is i-haracterized by rnany local 
suboptimal ni.uciriiiims. the approach presented here will providt: a solution that is 
suboptii~ial to some degrre. However. tliti advantagc is t hat the solution is obtnined 
nt an t~ffiçiency riiiicli greater than that of an exhaustive search. 
TIit? point of rtxfercnce (initial viewpoint chosen) serves as a b u i s  for the evdua- 
tion of the utilities of all other viewpoints. Hence. the choice of initial viewpoint is 
us i idy  basecl on the viewpoint yielding tlw liigliest iriitially evaluated utility. This 
is based on the cxpcctation that stich a vicwpoint contributes in somc way to the 
optirnal or near optimal solution. Wlicn iitilising an  initial giiess bascd on prior 
knowledge tisiiig ttic c a r :  h.lced reaoning systrin. the  assurance of initially choosing 
the best viewpuint is no longer available arid as such can rcsult in a decrease in the 
quality of the solution. The experimerits have indicated that there is some trade- 
off inherent in the eficiency gained in finding a solution and the similarity of the 
problem ta a previously encountered problem. In order to benefit from increascd 
efficiency therefore. initial estimates bnsed on a previously encountered problem. 
should be rcserved for problem instances that are very similar to those stored in 
the case base. In cases that do not meet this criterion. the agents shodd start the 
negotiation process without the initial soliition estimate. 
The experiments described in this chapter serve t o  illustrate the feasibility of the 
agent approach to sensor planning with a representative of set of problem sets and 
scenarios. They demonstrate the ability of the system to provide solutions that  
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are not necessarily optimal. but are ncvert heless functiondly acceptable for the 
task at hmd. The inherent fiexibility of the system cnconipascs not only the ease 
of incorporating atlditioiid cameras but dso the effortless transition from single- 
target coverage to simdtaneous multiple t mget coverage. Fin<dy, the cxperinients 
have de~nonstrated the ability of the systerii to iitilize prior knowledge to improve 
its efficiency hy using a decentralizcd (:alsi: bastic1 systeni. The following ihapter 
surnmarizes the niain contributions of this thesis and dso provides a suniniary of 
the future work to be carried out. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Future Research 
The primary goal of tliis thesis w w  to rlevelop a framework for the application of 
agent technology to the problem of planning mtiltiple inobile sensors in a ~nodelctl 
environment. Such a framework consists of the iiccessary striictiires. coordination 
dgorit hnis. communication protocols and lerirning algorit hms for the aiitononioiis 
generation of sensor position coordinates. We have specificdy focused on situations 
where a single sensor may be infeasible for acliieving the vision task. We have 
developed such a framework and have demonstrated its feasibility by experiment. 
The main strengths of ths system are based on its inherent flexibility and 
autonomy. Such a system would be ideal for real world applications where sensor 
planning is required in a flexible manufacturing or quality control environment. For 
example. the inspection of relatively large manufact ured parts can be accomplis hed 
more efficiently by sirnultaneously deploying multiple cameras to cover the specified 
targets or target areas. In addition. since the sensing system requires minimal 
human intervention. the trial and error methods that contribute tu the inefficiency 
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of the inspection pliase can be virtually ehrninated. Anokher application of this 
systeni is the planning of çaniera positions by simulnting the views that would 
be obtained for a given scene, p i o r  to actu.dy deploying the cameras. Once the 
nurnber of canieras and the c m e r a  positions and orientations have been established 
by siiniilatioti. the ac tud  canieras can bc deployed to tlicir respective positions. 
Again. this eliminates ariy costly trial and error process. In the rest of this chapter. 
we outline the major contributions of this tliesis and the  limitations of the proposed 
system. We conclude by providing some recommendations for future research in 
t his fascinat ing area. 
6.1 Contributions 
The major coiitributions of this thesis are best explored with reference to the Capa- 
bilities of the currently available systems for sensor planning as described in ehapter 
2. We necessarily Limit our discussion to systems tlint operate in a static modeled 
environment since this is the operating environment for the system prescnted in 
t his t hesis. 
1. Scdability of the Vision Planning System 
The systems that perform vision planning in a static environment are cen- 
tred arouiid single camera systems or stereo vision systems. These are not 
necessarily able to meet the demands of a wide variety of sensing tasks. In 
situations where more sensors are required. for example. covering large tar- 
gets or multiple targets. such systems are not easily scalable. The system 
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presented here provides a level of scdability tkat goes well beyouci those sys- 
tems previously discussed. A consistent and robust agent model along with 
precise comniiiriicat ion protocols allows the agents to be easily replicated for 
the control of the addition$ sensors required for a more complex sensing task. 
This is acheved with the niini~nurn aniount of user intervention. Hence the 
autononiy of tlie system is maintainecl at all levels. Such a system (:an be 
applied to a niiich wider variety of sensing tasks. 
2. Simrilt meous Multi-feature Inspection 
The çurrent systems are designed for the scnsor coverage of a specific target 
fent lire. The çovernge of niultiple spatidy relnted features is achievcd by 
the sequent i d  planning of viewpoints for the individual feat ures. Hence the 
model is rotated or moved relative to tlie sensor to position the sensor at the 
next position to cover spatially distinct tzrgets. This sequential process is 
inefficieut and not suitable for situations where the simultaneous coverage of 
spatially distinct features is a necessity. The system described in this thesis 
alleviates this inadequacy by planning for d features simultaneously and 
deploying the sensors such that all features may be simultaneously covered 
by one or more sensors. This allows for a more efficient feature inspection 
process. 
3. Iniproved Fault Tolerance 
The systems that we have discussed rely on the centralized computation of 
sensor positions. In the case of the agent based system developed by Okoshi 
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et al [XI. the actual planning of the c~unera positions are carried out off-line 
t y  a centrrrlized process. In such systems. the failure of the central computing 
node implies the failure of the system as a whole. In our system. the failiire 
of a cornputing nodc or agent results in the rcdeployment of the other agents 
so that the sensing task cnn still be achievcd. This is done autonomously and 
provides a level of fault tolerirnce t hat is not available in the existing systems. 
4. Sensor Hetcrogenei ty 
Siiice ench of the sensors in t b e  system is modeled by the controlling agent, it 
is possible to utilize scnsors with varioas opticd properties in the same sensing 
task. The exchange of information 'miongst the  agents via a precise suite of 
niessages ~rovides a layer of abstraction to the underlying sensor properties 
and perrnits the use of Weren t  sensors. For example, cameras may have 
different focal lengths. resolution and fields of view. However, they can still 
be coorciinated using the same agent models and protocols. This advantage 
does not exist in current systems. 
The idea of improving the efficiency of a sensor planning system over time 
through leaming is completely absent from current systems that operate in 
a static modeled environment. In cases where the same problem or similar 
problems are repeatedly presented tu snch systems, the planning process is 
consistent in the time taken to arrive at a solution. In this system, we incoq* 
rate cased base learning as a means of improving the efficiency of the system 
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cit her throiigh au tonomous learning (cases arc recorded by the agents them- 
sclvcs) or by cdowing the user to present case knowledge to agents within the 
system. In either situation. the system can improve on the time taken to reach 
a solution Ly utilizing this storetl case knowledge and applying it to current 
probiems. In addition. the case knowledge is decentralized and therefore each 
agcrit can lcarn based on its own experience. Hence new agents without my 
prior knowledge can still negotiate wit h more experienced agents in a given 
sensing task. Eventudy. such newer agents will acquire case knowledge that 
is rcpreserit ative of t heir own cxpcrience. 
In siirrirnnry. the choice of an agent based approach to the sensor planning prob- 
lem wns made (lue to the  inherent advantnges of stich a decentralized and flexible 
progreniming method over centraliaed single scnsor systems. We have succeeded 
in proviïling the neccssary negotiation and coordination algori thms that form the 
basis for the efficient and robust juxtaposition of two traditionally separate areas 
of reserirch. naniely. agent technologies and sensor planning. As presented in this 
chapter. such a union offers significant contributions to the field of sensor planning. 
6.2 Limitations 
The current limitations of t his sys tem are summarized below . 
1. The agents must have complete knowledge of the scene 
The assumption made in this thesis is that the agents have a complete and 
accurate CAD mode1 of the scene and this does not change during the course 
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of ncgotiations. Hence tliere is no uncertainty in the information avrrilable to 
the agents. In some situations. this inay not be possible to achieve and thus 
the systeni may not be able to providc ,an acceptable solution to the sensing 
task. 
2. Ail possiblr camera parameter cornbinations are riot considered 
Iii t his systeni. the magnification. focus and orientation of the  cameras are 
not plaiincd by the agents. Thc-se parameters are pre-determineci and utilized 
by the agent to plan the corresponding carnera position. This approach can 
cliiiiinnte possible combinations of these parameters that can  provide a more 
ncctirate solution to the probleni at hnnd. 
3. The plannetl position niay be infeasible 
Although the set of ca~ididate positions are based on the range of motion of 
the  cameras. the cornhination of position and orientation may be infeasible 
froin the perspective of the actuai capabilities of the robotic manipulator. 
In such situations the user would have to elirninate the position from the 
candidate set. 
6.3 Future Research 
Although there has been a large body of research carried out in the application of 
agent technologies to various fields. we have not seen the same momentum in the 
application of agent technologies to sensor planning. This thesis presents a ba i s  
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for the pursuance of improved dgorithms in this application area and as such leaves 
n nimiber of meas open to further research. Among these are: 
1. Iiiiproving tlie quality of the solution 
Sigilifiçmt irnprovement c m  be made to the quality of the final solution ob- 
tained by the agents. As we are aware, a grcedy approacb docs not guarantee 
aii optinial solution. It woiild be beneficid to gurirantee a degree of optimal- 
i ty  of the solution sucli the resdt is not far from the optimal solution. This 
ran bc achieved through niore infornied search methods carried out by each 
ageiit in prrrdel sucli that the resulting arrangement set is a combination of 
the optimized decisions of ench of the agents. 
2. Dttiilirig with rilissiiig iriforni a t' ton 
Ciirre~itly the systciu iloes not ded  with missing information within the scene 
tiiodcl. Eacli agent has ;ail the knowledge required to carry out its task. In 
cases where this is not possible. for example when only Limited storage is 
avnilnble. model information may need to be distributeci amongst the agents. 
In such a scenririo. each agent would require a means of recognizing its need 
for information that it does not have and the ability to communicate a request 
for such information to other agents in the group. By distribnting the model 
information amongst all agents. the storage requirements of each agent c m  
be decreased. 
3. Iniproving on the leanùng system 
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The lexiiing method used in this t hesis is based on tlie case base of informa- 
tion extracted from the CAD models used by the agent. It is dso  possible to 
incorporate image information such that the agents can search for positions 
tlint would result in the same image of the scene that was previously obtained 
or at lenst similar to that previously obtained. The idea then would be to 
ittilize the C AD infonrintion as a starting point for a more refined search that 
could ultiriiately resdt in more accurate solutions. 
1. Dcaling with iinexpectcd occurrences 
Currently. the systcm requires that every object in the scene be represcnted 
by the CAD niodel avaibble to the agents. In many situations. it is possible 
for the physicd sçene to contain unexpectecl objects. In such cases, the agents 
slioiild revise their decisions to accommodatc the presence of such objects and 
lience plan views tliat do not include these objects. In order to accomplish this 
the agents would need to obtain feedback from the images that are taken from 
the planned positions. By comparing what is represented in the images to the 
expectcd sccne as reprcsented by the CAD moclel. the agents can determine 
whether or not an unexpected object is within their field of view. Once this 
is determined. the planned position can be revised accordingly. 
5. Establishment of the limits to the coordination of the agents 
An important area t hat is not addressed within this thesis is the establishment 
of the Lmits of the coordination mechanism. In other words, how many 
agents and corresponding cameras can be added to the system before the 
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coordination breaks clown. Such limits can be established by empirical means 
by inçrtrasing the anioiint of agents and observing the cffects on efficiency and 
convergence over n variety of problcm sets. such benchmarks are important 
in cstabiisliirig the range of problems to wluch this system is applicable. 
Appendix A 
Object DXF Representation 
The DXF rcprcscritation sliown in table A.1 sprcifies the vertices in 3D space 
t h t  coniprise m e  face of a cube. The triangular facets represented are obtained 
frorri the  3D face information. Table A.2 shows the coorciiuates of the facets that 
wcirr, obtnined froni the rcpresentation in table A.1. 































Table A.1: DXF Single Face Description 
APPENDIX .4. OBJECT DXF REPRESENT.4TION 
Table 4 .2:  Facet Information froni DXF represent at ion 
Appendix B 
Agent Data Generation 
Figure B.1 illustrates thc niniri stcps in generating the data required for each agent. 
The forniulation of the bimiidiiig polyhedron is achieved by considering the 
iiiiioii of the ranges of motion of 'ail the cameras involvcd in the sensing task. The 
boiinding polyhcdron is vox~latcd by considering equrdy spaced vox& within the 
voliirrie starting at one façc end continuing to the opposite face. The distance 
bctween such voxels is set by the user. 
The identification of the ttvget objccts is achieved by labeling the target object 
in the DXF file as "Target" . For scenes wit h multiple targets. the targets are labeled 
as Target l.Target2.. Targetn. 
The resulting agent data contains the number of facets of the target that are 
visible .and in focus and the number of edges for each facet that  is resolved for all 
possible viewing positions. This is based on the camera being oriented towards the 
ccntroid or centre of m a s  of each of the targets. 
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Figure B.1: Generation of Agent Data 
Appendix C 
Inter-agent Interaction 
Ili order to comrriuiiicate wi th other agents in the groii y. t lie agents niust register 
with n common agent registry that is accessible by ,di agents. This registry main- 
tains information about the agent such as whether or riot the agent is currently 
online. the number of charinels evailable for Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE) and 
the name of the agent. Every time <mother agcnt establislies a DDE connection 
with ,an agent. the number of channels available in the  registry is decreased. each 
agent periodicdy seans the registry to ascertain whetlier or not any new agents 
have corne online. Figure C.1 illustrates the relationship between the agent registry 
and the rest of the system. 
The communication that takes place is achieved through the use of DDE as 
defined above. This is a proemptive process so when a message arrives, it is placed 
on a message queue. At a predetermined point in the agent algorithm. the messages 
are scanned. and the appropriate action is taken based on the message type. Since 
there is no synchronization process. the messages are scanned at Meren t  times 
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APPENDIX C. INTER-AGENT INTERACTlON 
since the agents operate asynçhronoiisly. 
Solne messages rcquire an iniiiicdiate response as is the case with the RNR 
(Request for Rantloni Number) and PING message types. In ttiis case. the message 
is not placed on the queue but interriipts the normal flow of tlie dgorithni so ttiat 
the appropriate rcsponse is irnmediately generated. 
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